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�What I want to talk about is the problem of manipu-

lating and controlling things on a small scale. As soon

as I mention this, people tell me about miniaturization,

and how far it has progressed today. They tell me about

electric motors that are the size of the nail on your small

�nger. And there is a device on the market, they tell me,

by which you can write the Lord's Prayer on the head

of a pin. But that's nothing; that's the most primitive,

halting step in the direction I intend to discuss. It is a

staggeringly small world that is below. In the year 2000,

when they look back at this age, they will wonder why

it was not until the year 1960 that anybody began se-

riously to move in this direction. Why cannot we write

the entire 24 volumes of the Encyclopedia Brittanica on

the head of a pin? �

Richard P. Feynman
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Abstract

Metal nanoparticles are already used in various applications and products,

with rising tendency. Scaled-up production facilities are needed to answer the

demand of the industry, but are very challenging to realize. A production pro-

cess should generally be energy e�cient and sustainable, however the produc-

tion of metal nanoparticles requires further attributes. In order to produce pure

metal nanoparticles, the process needs to be free from oxygen. Also, it has to be

ensured that the mass output of nanoparticles is scaled up without increasing

the particle size. Detailed information about particle formation and dedicated

measurement systems are of importance.

This work reports about the development of a scaled-up production facility

of pure metal nanoparticles. The scale-up approach is the parallelization of mul-

tiple transferred arcs. The basic idea is thereby, to �rst optimize the particle

formation of a single transferred arc process (lab-scale) in terms of production

rate, particle size and electricity consumption and then use it in parallel (produc-

tion facility), in order to multiply the production rate and minimize the energy

consumption. Optimization of the lab-scale process is achieved by adjusting the

electrode and gas �ow adjustment or by varying the carrier gas composition.

The in�uence of the carrier gas composition on production rate, speci�c elec-

tricity consumption and particle size is investigated. Furthermore, the in�uence

of gas �ow and power input are investigated. Optimal process parameters for

metal nanoparticle synthesis by transferred arc discharge are found. Long-term

production is achieved by the development and adaption of a suitable feeding

mechanism. The optimization of the lab-scale process results in an optimal sin-

gle unit (OSU) for metal nanoparticle production, which is used for the scale-up

approach.

A dedicated measurement system based on parallel aerodynamic and mo-

bility diameter measurement with a novel analysis method is applied in order

to determine the primary particle size of the synthesized particles online. An

equation is found, which allows calculating the mass mobility exponent directly

on the basis of the e�ective density of a particle, hence allowing the direct de-

termination of primary particle size. Also, a thermophoretic proximity sampler

is used to determine the particle size evolution during formation. It is found

that a thermophoretic proximity sampler can be used to determine particle size

evolution in arc discharge synthesis. Particles are successfully sampled at three

di�erent characteristic moments during primary particle growth; shortly after

nucleation, during common growth processes and when growth of primary par-

ticles has already been �nished.

In order to understand the particle formation and the in�uence of di�erent

process parameters on the particle size, a simple particle formation model in-

cluding nucleation, coagulation and sintering is introduced. To include sintering
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in the model, speci�c sintering parameters of the modeled material system are

needed. The sintering parameters are determined experimentally by a tandem

di�erential mobility analyzer setup including a sintering furnace. The sintering

parameters are obtained by a �tting procedure of the experimental data to a sin-

tering model. The particle formation model including the sintering parameters

describes the particle formation accurately.

The production facility applying the scale-up approach is assembled consid-

ering intense safety requirements. It contains 16 OSUs in two reactor chambers,

each consisting of 8 electrode pairs (mOSU), a gas recirculation system and a �l-

tration unit. The �ltration unit is built with a novel, valve-less bagging system.

Also, a particle passivation system is added. It is shown that the production

rate of the process scales successfully with the number of transferred arcs, while

the primary particle size stays constant on the nanoscale. It appears however

that the scaled-up process favors the formation of larger agglomerates, which is

found not be a result of the residence time, but apparently the increased heat

development of the mOSU.

In order to show an application of the produced particles, a copper nanopow-

der is used to produce a copper ink. The ink is printed on glass substrate by

spin or hand coating. It is found that the electrical resistivity is dependent of

the printed �lm thickness, which might be consequence of �lm inhomogeneities.

Applied sintering to the printed �lms improved the conductivity signi�cantly.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General introduction

The quotation at the beginning of this work is part of Richard P. Feynman's

famous talk �There's plenty of room at the bottom�, which he held at the Amer-

ican Physical Society meeting at Caltech on December 29, 1959. It is often

quoted as the starting point of nanotechnology.

Nanotechnology is expected to be one of the key technologies of the cen-

tury. It is an interdisciplinary technology aiming at applying phenomena of

structures in the nanometer range. The �eld of potential applications is im-

mense and ranges over a broad spectrum of industrial sectors, e.g. from medical

applications [111] to the automotive industry [112]. Nanotechnology has the po-

tential to deliver important contributions to solve societal challenges like energy

supply, agricultural productivity enhancement or water treatment [25] and has

amongst others been chosen by the German federal ministry of education and

research as key technology to secure and strengthen Germany as an important

technology supplier.

The core of nanotechnology are the nanostructures and their potential to

impact basic science and technology. Nanostructures can be subdivided by

their dimension. There are 2D nanometer thick layers, 1D nanorods and 0D

nanoparticles [55, 62]. This work concentrates on the synthesis of nanoparti-

cles. The synthesis of nanoparticles is generally separated in two production

approaches, which are the �Top-down� and the �Bottom-up� approach. Top-

down means thereby, to reach a nanostructure by size-reducing a bulk material

e.g. by milling [78]. Bottom-up is the formation of nanostructures starting with

atoms e.g. by evaporation and condensation processes. Nanoparticles are not

only formed synthetically in laboratories, but also in the environment. They

are found in ambient air due to combustion (e.g. engines in vehicles, �replaces,

cigarettes), wear-out (e.g. tire wear, construction dust), chemical processes in

1
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the atmosphere and so on [51, 56, 135]. Ambient aerosols are usually residual

products and not utilizable or even wanted, as they might have noxious e�ects

on the human body and the environment [9, 58,88].

Synthetic nanoparticles on the other hand are used in a broad �eld of applica-

tions. Silicon nanoparticles e.g. are used for electronic applications [4,108], tita-

nium dioxide particles are used for photovoltaic or electrochemical [17], zinc ox-

ide particles for thermoelectric applications [44]. Beside semi-conductive or ce-

ramic nanoparticles, especially metal nanoparticles are investigated intensively

with the goal to enhance products and applications. They are used in applica-

tions ranging from bio-diagnostics [66,97] to catalysis [110]. Silver nanoparticles

are e.g. used due to their antibacterial e�ects [67], copper nanoparticles are used

to increase the thermal conductivity of nano�uids [96], nickel particles are used

for catalytic purposes [76]. The �eld of application for metal nanoparticles is

enormous. All these applications and products base on metal nanoparticles with

a speci�c particle size. The demand for those particles is rapidly increasing.

The production of pure metal nanoparticles on a larger scale is however very

challenging. The general problem of nanoparticle production up-scaling is that

the desired particle properties found on a smaller scale can not be conserved

after scaling up. The production of metal nanoparticles needs furthermore to be

oxygen free. Hence, well developed nanoparticle production facilities e.g. �ame

reactors [162], cannot be used for metal nanoparticles, at least not without the

usage of reactive additives. The usage of those additives is often avoided by the

industry due to their hazardous potential. The current state of the art does not

o�er a method to produce pure metal nanoparticles on larger scale in terms of

mass in an economic and sustainable way.

1.2 Nanometals

In this study a particle synthesis setup is developed, which can be used to form

particles of various material systems. However, the focus has been laid on the

fabrication of metal nanoparticles, namely gold, silver, copper, zinc, chrome

iron and aluminum. These materials have been chosen due to the expectation

to improve attributes or the performance of speci�c products or processes.

Noble metal nanoparticles such as gold and silver have a rich history in

science [36]. They have already been used for centuries. The Lycurgus cup

(�gure 1.1) is the oldest known example, in which colloidal gold and silver

nanoparticles have been used to color glass due to the dichroic e�ect, most

probably not on purpose. The green cup changes its color to a glowing red

depending on the direction of the light source. Nowadays, both metals are

applied in a broad �eld of applications, e.g. for medical or electrical purposes

[27, 126]. But also the other metals mentioned above are used widely in the
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Figure 1.1: Lycurgus cup in the British Museum [91]

�elds of electronics, medicine, catalysis etc. Caution is needed when working

with these metals due to their strong tendency of oxidization. The goal of this

study is to produce metals and not metal oxides, so that only a thin metal-oxide

layer protects the metal core.

Metal nanoparticles produced during this thesis have been used for speci�c

products and processes. Copper nanoparticles e.g. are used by a steel manu-

facturer to improve the cooling of a blast furnace. The particles are known to

increase the thermal conductivity signi�cantly [30]. Gold particles are used to

produce GaAs nanowires in the gas phase, which can be used for solar cells [55].

Silver particles are used to produce textiles with antimicrobial attributes, with-

out changing other properties like color etc. Nickel particles are used to enhance

catalytic membrane reactor performance.

1.3 Arc discharge synthesis

The electric arc is a very important discovery, which is used in a large number

of applications from light source, over welding to nanoparticle production. The

importance of this invention becomes clear, when one notices that researchers

still discuss, whom to credit for this invention [3]. Humphry Davy [28] as well

as Vasilli Petrov [122] discovered independently arc discharges in the early 19th

century, while working on new powerful batteries. However, Petrov was proba-
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Figure 1.2: Demonstration of a carbon arc discharge probably by Davy [3]

bly the �rst to describe the continuous electric arc, by separating carbon elec-

trodes, to which a high current was applied:

�If two or three charcoal pieces are placed on a glass plate or on a bench with

glass legs, and if the charcoal is connected to both ends of an enormous battery

using metallic but isolated conductors, and if the two pieces are brought in close

distance of one to three lines (2.5�7.5 mm), then a very bright cloud of light or

�ame shines, burning the charcoal more or less fast, and one may illuminate a

dark room as bright as one wants to.� [122] [3].

The discovery of the arc with its bright light must have been imposing at that

time, there are several pictorial records of Davy presenting an arc to an audience

(Figure 1.2). The bright light of the arc is depicted by the large shadow of the

man (probably Davy). The �gure also depicts the huge battery (Cu-Zn) in the

basement, which has been used to ignite the arc. Andres estimated the power

of the battery to roughly 3000 W [3], which is in the range of modern power

supplies used for arc ignition today. The invention of the arc has eventually led

to �rst applications, e.g. the �rst electrical lamps (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Arc-lamp of the lighthouse of South Foreland close to Dover in
1858 [8]

The name �arc� results from the shape it adopts between two horizontal

arranged electrodes due to buoyancy. The arc discharge occurs, when a high

current applied between two electrodes forms a plasma in between them. The

plasma, a highly ionized gas, is formed, when the energy given by the current

is high enough to ionize and dissociate the gas atoms (or molecules). The

amount of energy depends mostly on the gas and its ionization energy (also

dissociation energy for molecular gases). But also other factors such as the gap

distance, shape and material (work of emission) of the electrodes matter. The

arc discharge is a self-preserving discharge, as the electric current maintains the

arc stable as long as the parameters mentioned above do not change signi�cantly.

The electric arc is usually classi�ed as an arc discharge due to a relatively

high current (10-200 A), but low voltage (5-30 V) [127]. The voltage between

cathode and anode however di�ers especially in small space charge regions in

front of the electrodes, which is called cathode or anode drop. The cathode drop

favors a �eld emission, which in combination with the more relevant thermionic

emission leads to the release of electrons from the cathode, if the work function

of the cathode's material is exceeded. The thermionic emission of the cathode

bases on the heating of the cathode due to the heat of the plasma, the collision

of ions which are accelerated by the cathode drop and the heat due to the

recombination of ions and electrodes in front of the cathode. The work function

of the cathode (usually tungsten) is additionally decreased by doping with a
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rare-earth oxide. Hence, due to the emission of electrons a current is formed

between the electrodes, which eventually results in an arc plasma.

Arc plasmas can be classi�ed by their electron density and temperature [151].

The electron density is rather high (> 1021m−3). Overall however, the arc

plasma can be seen as electrically quasi-neutral. The electric arc is classi�ed as

a thermal plasma as the electron temperature is similar to the one of the ions

in the plasma. Temperatures of up to 25000 K have been measured. The tem-

perature depends thereby on the applied electric current, the gas atmosphere,

electrode shape, etc. The anode temperature is usually higher than the cathode

temperature, which is a result of the nascent work-function of the electrons,

when they enter the anode.

Due to its high thermal energy, the electric arc can be used to produce

nanoparticles in di�erent ways (see chapter 2). In this study the energy of the arc

is used to evaporate the anode and form particles from the anode vapor. Since

the anode is the consumed electrode, it has to consist of at least two di�erent

materials. First, the feedstock material which is to be evaporated. Second,

since this material probably melts during the synthesis procedure, a carrier or

crucible is needed. This crucible can be formed out of graphite, which has a high

sublimation temperature, while being a good electric conductor. Due to this

�two material� anode, conductive feedstock material can be evaporated, when

the arc strikes directly on the material (transferred arc, direct heating). But also

non conductive materials can be evaporated, when the arc strikes the crucible

and indirectly heats the feedstock material. The nanoparticles created by this

method consist principally of the feedstock material, however more complex

material composition can easily be formed by using di�erent reactive process

gases, e.g. aluminium nitride particles can be formed by evaporating aluminium

in a nitrogen plasma.

Figure 1.4 shows an example of one of the arrangements of the two electrodes,

as used during this thesis. The tungsten rod cathode is coming from the side.

The crucible anode has been manufactured in a way, that it does not only serve

as a melt carrier, but also a guidance for the gas �ow out of the reactor.

An electric arc is usually ignited by contact ignition or high frequency ig-

nition. In contact ignition the two electrodes are brought together and a high

current is applied. When the electrodes are removed with the applied current

an arc is formed. This procedure however is not very applicable for the arc syn-

thesis. Practically the disconnection of the two electrodes has to be done very

fast to prevent a weld, which is di�cult to do through the vacuum connections

such a process is typically performed through. Also impurities can result from

the contact ignition. An arc results from the high frequency ignition when a

breakdown between the electrodes created by a high voltage (>20 kV) is main-

tained by a high current. This method is easy to perform when the electrodes
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Figure 1.4: Example of electrode arrangement as used during this work

are brought at close distance. Most of the commercially available welding ma-

chines provide this ignition mode. Anode impurities are expected to be minor

due to the very short duration of the ignition spark.

A large amount of work has been done to describe and model electric arcs,

its formation and use of applications [34,38,48,52,114].

1.4 This work

This work describes the development of a production process for metal nanopar-

ticles in the order of kilograms per day based on arc discharge synthesis. It

contains the development and optimization of the synthesis process as well as

appropriate methods of process validation and product characterization. Figure

1.5 depicts the structure of this work and the connections between the single

chapters.

In chapter 2 a state of the art is given including previous research on arc

discharge synthesis. Fundamentals of arc discharge and gas phase synthesis of

metal nanoparticles are discussed and an overview over the characterization and

measurement techniques used in this study is given in chapter 3. In chapter 4,

the basic process used to form metal nanoparticles in this work is described:

the transferred arc synthesis. The general setup is described and in the fol-

lowing optimized in terms of particle properties, production rate and energy
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Figure 1.5: Structure of this work

consumption. All the development and optimization done on this �single elec-

trode� process results in an �optimized single unit� (OSU). A novel measurement

procedure to determine primary particle sizes online in the gas phase formed

by the OSU is presented in chapter 5. This chapter discusses also the ex-situ

sampling of particles during growth inside the reactor by a thermophoretic prox-

imity sampler. In order to understand the formation of nanoparticles in the arc

process, a simple model is used to estimate primary particle sizes and extent

of agglomeration. The model is described in chapter 6 together with an exper-

imental approach to determine the sintering parameters of metals online via a

tandem-DMA (Di�erential Mobility Analyzer) setup. The sintering parameters

of the metals are required for the model, but are also relevant for other stud-

ies. The OSU is used in the following to scale up the production rate of metal

nanoparticles further, by the parallelization of multiple OSUs. Eight OSUs are

placed in a single reactor housing (multiple OSU (mOSU)). The use of many

single production units in parallel, which have been thoroughly optimized and

tested on a lab-scale for a given metal, ensures that a highly e�ective scale-up

of the synthesis process in terms of cost and energy consumption is possible.

Further equipment, such as pumps and �lters, are scaled up as single units lead-

ing to additional cost bene�ts. The development of the production facility and

its description containing the mOSU, �ltration unit, gas recirculation, etc. is

presented in chapter 7. Chapter 8 shows an application of particles produced by

the developed process, as copper nanoparticles are used to prepare a conductive

nanoink.



Chapter 2

State of the art in arc discharge

synthesis

Excerpts of this chapter have been published [145, 146]. The interest in pure

metal nanoparticles has increased signi�cantly over the past years, as well as

their number of applications. Due to their characteristic attributes, metal

nanoparticles are used in e.g. optoelectronic applications, medicine, sensor tech-

nology, information storage and catalysis [36]. The increasing demand from the

industry for metal particles therefore challenges scientists and engineers around

the world to develop processes, which are easily scalable and produce a product

with adequate purity. Numerous methods to synthesize metal nanoparticles are

known, but especially plasma synthesis has the potential to produce high-quality

nanoparticles economically and in large quantities.

The term plasma synthesis comprises a great variety of processes and appli-

cations, which di�er already in their approach. Figure 2.1 depicts a classi�cation

of plasma synthesis processes. Generally one can divide plasmas into thermal

plasmas (in Local Thermal Equilibrium, LTE) and non-thermal plasmas (not in

LTE), based on the temperature ratio between electrons and ions as well as their

number densities [47, 151]. Both systems are widely used to produce nanopar-

ticles. Non-thermal plasma synthesis has been used e.g. by Kortshagen [84] or

Mariotti and Sankaran [104]. But especially in terms of the process economy of

scaling-up, thermal plasmas appear more promising.

Thermal plasmas have been studied intensively [34, 52, 123, 151]. They are

used under atmospheric or reduced pressure to produce nanoparticles and can

be subdivided into radio-frequency (RF) plasmas [10, 80], thermal microwave

plasmas [11, 121, 156], spark discharges [131, 148, 161], glow discharges [60] or

DC discharges. DC discharges are used in non-transferred arc processes also

known as plasma jets or plasma sprays [33, 41, 53, 138, 140] or in transferred

9
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Figure 2.1: Classi�cation of plasma synthesis

arc processes [16, 101], where the direct striking of the arc on the anode is

fundamental.

However, only few plasma synthesis methods are suitable for scaling-up the

production rate. Some processes have a low energy e�ciency, demand a too

large investment or are unsuitable simply because the produced particles are

not any more nanoscaled when increasing the production rate. A promising

method to increase the production rate of metal nanoparticles economically is

the transferred arc synthesis. Mahoney et al. [101,102] have developed a trans-

ferred arc process synthesizing nanoparticles of metals, metal oxides, nitrides

or carbides. The material evaporation is realized by arc evaporation, which is

ignited by contacting of the electrodes and separating them to an arc gap of

approximately 0.5 cm. It is found that the evaporation rate can be controlled

by the applied current (10 A - 70 A), which on the other hand a�ects the voltage

(8 V - 13 V) and thereby the energy input. Evaporation rates up to 50 g/h are

reported, but no actual production rates presented. In this study, evaporation

rates are referred to as the mass amount of material per time, which is given

into the formation process (into the gas phase) and production rate as the mass

amount of product which results at the end of the process. Depending on the

gas �ow rate in the arc- and quench region, particle sizes of 1 to 100 nm have

been achieved. Chen et al. [16] have presented a simple and versatile mini-arc

plasma source for nanocrystal synthesis. The arc is ignited by contact between

a tungsten cathode and a graphite crucible anode via a commercial TIG welder.

Due to the design of the crucible, the arc parameters (power etc.) are inde-

pendent from the feedstock material. At an electrode distance of 0.5 mm, the

arc is fed by 30 to 40 A at approximately 3 V. Silver nanoparticles of up to 60
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nm with a mass production rate of up to 10 mg/h were synthesized. Celik et

al. [14] have described a transferred arc method for the production of ultra-�ne

powder of any conductive material, such as metals, alloys, etc. They achieved

a process with high evaporation rates (0.5 kg/h) to synthesize pure particles

mostly of 1 µm. While the production rate of particles is not mentioned, a

novel cooling process is developed to control the particle growth, reduce parti-

cle losses and increase the production e�ciency. Wei et al. [163] have generated

copper nanoparticles by a transferred arc process, which shows high purity, sin-

gle phase and spherical shape. Haidar [49] has used a transferred arc to produce

aluminum and aluminum oxide nanoparticles in a low pressure system. Cole et

al. [24] have synthesized positively charged gold or zinc oxide nanoparticles by

arc discharge to build well-positioned three-dimensional nanostructures. Uda

et al. [152] have increased the production rate of �ne metal particles via trans-

ferred arc by adding hydrogen to the carrier gas (argon). Among others, silver

and aluminium particles smaller than 1 µm are synthesized by using 25 vol.%

hydrogen and 75 vol.% argon as carrier gas. With an energy input of ca. 4500

W, 0.04 g/h aluminium and 42 g/h silver are generated. Förster et al. [39] have

presented an experimental study on the production of copper nanoparticles with

a transferred arc. In a slightly sub-atmospheric argon system, a 70 to 120 A

transferred arc is ignited between a tungsten rod cathode and a graphite cru-

cible anode, �lled with copper to be evaporated. Copper particles in the size

range of 4 to 50 nm are synthesized, depending on arc current, arc length, gas

�ows and hydrogen addition to the sheath gas. Especially the stability of the

process over 8 hours is notable.

Table 2.1 summarizes the applied power, evaporation rate and particle size of

particles produced by the transferred arc method for di�erent metals (data from

literature). Actual production rates from an arc synthesis process are almost

not existing in the literature. As presented, the evaporation rates di�er strongly

for each metal and the applied power. The vapor pressure of the material plays

a key role in the evaporation process, as of course does the applied power. It

can be assumed that independent from the material a higher power input leads

to higher evaporation rate and bigger particles. A scale-up of evaporation rate

by increasing the input power is hence not applicable.

Beside the experimental investigations, a lot of modeling e�orts have been

directed towards the understanding of di�erent process parameters. Especially

the following publications have helped to understand the in�uence of di�erent

parameters on the arc and accordingly the production rate, which is one of the

main goals of this work. Murphy et al. [116] have investigated the in�uence

of the gas composition in TIG welding. It is found that adding hydrogen,

nitrogen or helium to argon leads to an increase in the heat �ux density to the

anode and therefore the weld pool depth and size. The temperature increase
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Table 2.1: Applied power, evaporation rate and particle size of particles pro-
duced by the transferred arc method for di�erent metals

Material Power (W) Evap. Rate (g/h) dP (nm)

Ag [16] < 120 > 0.01 60
Al [152] < 3600 0.04 < 1000

Cu [14,39,142,163]

24500 1000 < 1000
< 1300 0.6 4-50
13500 - < 200
- - 67

Fe [152] < 3600 17 < 1000
In [101] < 500 30 1-100

is explained by the greater arc constriction due to the thermal pinch e�ect and

also by the increase of the thermal conductivity. Lim et al. [93] have shown that

the removal of impurities in copper by plasma arc melting is improved when

adding 20 vol.% hydrogen to argon. This is explained by an increased surface

temperature of the copper, because of the hydrogen presence. Ramirez-Argaez

et al. [128] have performed mathematical modeling to study the in�uence of

di�erent gases on high-intensity electric arcs. It is shown that nitrogen has a

high arc power, because of its small electric conductivity and hence increased

electric resistance. It is observed to be almost the opposite for argon arcs, where

the good electric conductivity leads to low power arcs. A review of the e�ects of

metal vapor in arc welding is given by Murphy [115]. It is concluded that even

low metal concentrations strongly a�ect two thermophysical properties: the

net radiative emission coe�cient and the electrical conductivity. Generally, the

presence of metal vapor increases the electrical conductivity, the current density

and thereby the heat �ux density of the plasma. Metal vapor also increases the

radiative emission coe�cient across the full range of temperatures in the arc,

which leads to a cooling of this region. Both e�ects lead to a decrease in the

arc temperature. Furukawa et al. [43] have investigated the e�ect of copper

vapor on the heat transfer in a nitrogen plasma. The heat transfer, generally

caused by convection, impact electrons on the anode and radiation is found to

decrease with increasing concentration of metal vapor. Their simulations show

that the metal vapor increases the electrical conductivity in the plasma and

therefore decreases the thermal conductivity and temperature of the plasma.

The heating e�ciency of a molten anode is 20% smaller than that of a solid

anode. Li et al. [92] have calculated that silver vapor in an arc with air as carrier

gas has a stronger cooling e�ect than copper vapor at the arc center and a clearer

restriction e�ect on the arc motion. Cressault et al. [26] have concluded from

their numerical solutions that the low ionization potential of metals modi�es

the charged particle densities of the plasma composition and therefore increases
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the electrical conductivity and net emission coe�cient. Copper and silver show

almost the same in�uence.

As the state of the art shows, a lot of work has been done to understand

the transferred arc synthesis. The literature data indicates that this synthe-

sis method is suitable for the large scale synthesis of metal nanoparticles by

the procedure of this study. The next step in this development is to apply

this knowledge and build a large-scale production facility of nanoparticles by

overcoming engineering problems, such as instability of the process, scale-up or

product validation.





Chapter 3

Fundamentals of transferred arc

nanoparticle synthesis and

nanoparticle characterization

In this chapter, theoretical fundamentals of this thesis are described. It is sepa-

rated in two parts; the fundamentals about the synthesis of metal nanoparticles

by arc discharge and the fundamentals of characterization of the synthesized

particles. Since on both topics, the synthesis as well as the characterization of

nanoparticles there exists an enormous amount of knowledge and information,

here only some major parts, relevant for this thesis are selected and described.

3.1 Synthesis of metal nanopowder by arc discharge

The synthesis of metal nanoparticles by arc discharge bases on the principles of

gas phase synthesis: creation of supersaturated vapor, nucleation, condensation,

coagulation, agglomeration and sintering. Their detailed discussion would surely

go beyond the scope of this thesis. Further information about the formation of

nanoparticles in the gas phase can be found in the literature [36,40,57].

3.1.1 Nanoparticle formation by arc discharge

The formation of nanoparticles by the transferred arc synthesis bases on the

evaporation-condensation method. The feedstock material is evaporated by the

thermal arc and forms metal vapor which condenses into nanoparticles, when it

reaches a cooler area. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the nanoparticle formation

process [87]. Monomers (feedstock atoms) nucleate and form particles, which

tend to grow further and agglomerate with increasing reaction time. In the

15
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a nanoparticle formation process [87]

following, some equations are given to describe the formation of nanoparticles

in the gas phase brie�y.

The nanoparticle formation in the gas phase of evaporated material (monomer),

e.g. by a transferred arc, is a phase transformation, which is forced by a change

of the free energy G of the system. The change of the free energy ∆G is the

sum of the change of the free energy due to the formation of a new volume

∆Gv = 4
3πr

3(−kT ln(S)) and a new surface ∆Gs = 4πr2σ, when a cluster is

formed:

∆G = ∆Gv + ∆Gs (3.1)

with r the radius of a formed cluster, k the Boltzmann constant, T the tem-

perature, σ the surface tension and S = exp( 2σVm

rkT ) the supersaturation ratio

(Kelvin relation), with Vm being the molar volume.

If S > 1, the change of the free energy ∆G has a positive maximum (d∆G

dr =

0) at a critical cluster radius r∗n, which can be understood as the activation

energy for nucleation. Cluster with a size larger than r∗n tend to decrease their

free energy further and grow to stable particles.

r∗n =
2σVm
kT ln(S)

(3.2)

Is a system supersaturated (S > 1) and therefore no longer in an equilibrium

state of condensation and evaporation, a nucleation rate I for homogeneous

nucleation can be derived [40]:

I = 2

[
p1

(2πMmkT )
1
2

]
(n1V

2

3
m)

[
σV

2
3
m

kT

] 1
2

exp

[
−16πσ3V 2

m
3(kT )3(lnS)2

]
(3.3)
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with p1 being the partial pressure of the condensing species, Mm the molar

mass and n1 the concentration of monomers.

Are clusters/ particles formed and present in the gas phase, heterogeneous

nucleation can occur simultaneously with the homogenous nucleation, but also

at lower supersaturation ratios. Heterogeneous nucleation means that the monomers

condensate on a solid surface (existing particles) from the gas phase. Hence, the

particles grow further due to collisions of particles and condensing species. To

describe the growth of the particles (dvdt ) (here only transport limited growth)

one has to distinguish, if the heterogeneous nucleation appears in the continuum

range (dp > λ) (equation 3.4), with λ the mean free path of the gas or in the

free molecular range (dp < λ) (equation 3.5).

dv
dt

=
2πDdpVm

kT
(p1 − pd) (3.4)

dv
dt

=
πd2

pVm(p1 − pd)

(2πMmkT )
1
2

(3.5)

D is the di�usion coe�cient of the condensing species and pd the equilibrium

vapor pressure above a drop of diameter dp.

Modeling of the homogeneous nucleation of particles formed in thermal

plasma synthesis on basis of the equations shown above indicates rapid for-

mation of clusters and particles due to condensation (Figure 3.2) [46]. It shows

the strong temperature dependency of the saturation ratio (Figure 3.2 a) as well

as the critical size for stable cluster formation (here k∗) (Figure 3.2 b). The

size of the formed particles appear to be strongly dependent on the cooling rate

(Figure 3.2 c), which the particles experience due to the carrier gas �ow and

the monomer concentration (Figure 3.2 d), which depends on the amount of

evaporated material due to the transferred arc.

Particles formed by nucleation can coagulate and form agglomerates due to

collision. The change of particle number concentration N can be calculated by

the following equation [87]:

dN
dt

= −β
2
N2 (3.6)

in which β expresses the collision frequency between two particles or agglom-

erates described by a fractal structure, strongly depending on the regime (con-

tinuum (equation 3.7) or free molecular (equation 3.8)) the collision takes place

in:

β(vi, vj) =
2kT

3η
(

1

v
1

Df

i

+
1

v
1

Df

j

)(v
1

Df

i + v
1

Df

j ) (3.7)
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3.2: Modeled supersaturation ratio a) and critical cluster size b) de-
pending on temperature as well as calculated mean diameter of formed particles
depending on cooling rate (c) and starting monomer concentration (d). Figures
taken from Girshick and Chiu with permission of Springer Science + Business
Media [46]

β(vi, vj) = (
3

4π
)λ(

6kT

ρp
)

1
2 a

2− 6
Df

p0
(

1

vi
+

1

vj
)

1
2 (v

1
Df

i + v
1

Df

j )2 (3.8)

η is the gas viscosity, vi and vj the volume of the two colliding particles/ ag-

glomerates and Df the fractal dimension of the agglomerate. For a spherical

particle the fractal dimension Df is 3 by de�nition, which simpli�es equation

3.8 signi�cantly.

Especially in the highly thermal transferred arc synthesis, it is likely that

formed agglomerates sinter partially. Sintering is an irreversible process, in

which coalescence and rearrangement of primary particles form an aggregate,

�nally leading to a compact sphere [117]. The driving force for sintering is

considered to be the minimization of surface energy. The change of the surface

over time can be calculated by [82]:

da
dt

= − 1

τs
(a− af) (3.9)
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with a being the surface of the agglomerate, af the surface of the completely

sintered spherical particle and τs the characteristic sintering time depending on

an activation energy Ea and a sintering parameter c. The sintering of metal

agglomerates especially the determination of Ea and c is part of this study and

discussed in chapter 6.2.

3.1.2 Collection of nanoparticles

Particle collection is a major part in nanoparticle synthesis. Whether a powder

or dispersion is wanted as a product, particles have to be collected and somehow

separated from the gas phase. For nanopowders typically membrane or �brous

�lters are used for collection. Samples of the product can also be collected by

an impactor or an electrostatic precipitator (ESP). A cyclone can be used to

get rid of unwanted larger particles.

Membrane �lter consist of complex structures of pore-layers, in which the

particles are collected. The e�ciency of those �lters is typically expressed in a

penetration factor P :

P =
Nout
Nin

= e−γg (3.10)

with N being the number concentration that enter and leave the �lter, γ the

fraction of particles that are collected in one layer and g the thickness of one

layer. The penetration decreases signi�cantly with increasing thickness g.

The penetration or collection factor (1 − P ) of particles in a �lter medium

depends on several processes, e.g. impaction or di�usion. Figure 3.3 depicts

the impact of the di�erent collection mechanisms [57]. Depending on the par-

ticle size, di�erent kind of collection mechanisms appear, so in total almost all

particles are collected. A minimum of the total collection e�ciency appears at

about 200 nm, where the particles are to big to be collected by di�usion, but

too small to be collected by impaction or interception.

For a synthesis process as it is developed in this study, the pressure drop over

a �lter unit (∆p) is a crucial parameter. An increased pressure drop requires

stronger pumps to maintain a stable �ow. It is also the parameter to monitor the

�lter loading. The quality of a �lter is hence de�ned by the collection e�ciency

per pressure drop [57]:

qf =
γt

∆p
(3.11)
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Figure 3.3: Filter e�ciency versus particle size, data taken from Hinds [57]

3.2 Nanoparticle characterization

Characterization tools are fundamental in process development. The ability to

obtain product information from a process is as valuable as the process itself.

Especially in the �eld of nanoparticle synthesis, there are many characterization

tools available to measure nanopowders, dispersions, aerosols etc.. In this chap-

ter only a few of those characterization devices are described, which are used in

this work. Generally, one can separate the devices used in this work in o�ine

or online characterization devices, whether they obtain product information af-

ter synthesis on collected nanopowder (o�ine) or directly during synthesis in

the gas phase (online). A general review of aerosol measurement with further

information is e.g. given by McMurry or Hinds [57,107].

3.2.1 Particle diameter and size statistics

As this thesis discusses a formation process of nanoparticles, a parameter will

arise several times, which is the particle size. This parameter however has

multiple de�nitions and depends strongly on the measurement technique and

its weighting.

The motion of nanoparticles through the gas is thereby very important to

understand the characterization processes described in the upcoming sections.

The drag force Fd describes the resisting force a particle experiences by the gas

molecules, when moving through the gas [57]. The e�ect of gas resistance has

been investigated �rst by Newton (on cannonballs), resulting in Newton's law:

Fd = Cd
π

8
ρgd

2x2 (3.12)
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Figure 3.4: Drag coe�cient in dependence of the Reynolds number [57]

with the drag coe�cient Cd, the density of the gas ρg, the sphere diameter d,

and the velocity of the sphere x. Newton assumed that the drag coe�cient is

constant for a given shape, which is true however only for Reynolds numbers

Re > 1000 [57]. As small particles range typically in much smaller Reynolds

numbers (viscous forces are increased in comparison to inertial forces), Stokes

de�ned the drag force for small Reynolds numbers by the law:

Fd = 3πηxd (3.13)

Comparing equation 3.12 with equation 3.13 a drag coe�cient for small

Reynolds number is found to be:

Cd =
24η

ρgxd
=

24

Re
(3.14)

Figure 3.4 depicts the drag coe�cient in dependence of the Reynolds number.

At high Reynolds number the drag coe�cient behaves constant (Newtons law),

at smaller Reynolds number it behaves as predicted by Stokes.

To describe the drag force of nanoparticles in more detail, a slip correction

factor has to be added to equation 3.13. For small particles the particle size is

in the same range as the mean free path λ and the relative velocity of the gas

at the particles surface is not zero, as it has been assumed by Stokes. The drag

force is overestimated due to the �slip� at the surface and can be corrected by

the Cunningham-slip-correction factor Cc = 1 + λ
d (2.34 + 1.05 exp(−0.39 dλ )) [2]:

Fd =
3πηxd

CC
(3.15)

All of these equations consider well shaped particles, such as droplets. How-

ever in most cases they are not shaped as a sphere, but cubic, cylindrical
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Figure 3.5: Equivalent diameters in comparison to an irregular shaped particle
[57]

(nanorods) or irregular (unsintered particles or agglomerates). The drag force

of such particles di�ers strongly of the one of a sphere. Hence, a dynamic shape

factor X is introduced to correct the Stokes law [57]. X is basically the drag

force of a non-spherical particle divided by the drag force of a spherical particle,

with the same volume and velocity as the original particle:

X =
Fd

3πηdex
(3.16)

de is called the equivalent diameter. Widely used equivalent diameters to de-

scribe irregular shaped particles are e.g. the aerodynamic da or Stokes diameter

ds. The aerodynamic diameter is de�ned as the diameter a spherical particle

with the density ρ0 of 1 g/cm−3 would have, while having the same settling

velocity xt as the original particle. The de�nition of the Stokes diameter is sim-

ilar, but takes into account the bulk density ρb of the material. This relation

can be summarized in the settling velocity [57]:

xt =
ρpd2

eg

18ηX
=
ρ0d

2
ag

18η
=
ρbd

2
sg

18η
(3.17)

Figure 3.5 illustrates the di�erent equivalent diameters in comparison to an

irregular particle shape [57]. As depicted, di�erent equivalent sizes appear for

the same particle.

In this thesis also electrical mobility diameters and Sauter diameters (next

section) are discussed, which again give di�erent values for the same particle.

Combinations of those diameters allow earning additional information about

the particle or agglomerate. Nevertheless, the expression particle size has to be

used with care.
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Usually synthesized particles are not all of the same size (monodisperse), but

are distributed (polydisperse). This size behavior is expressed in a particle size

distribution, which can be described cumulative or di�erential and is based on

number, surface or volume (mass) equivalent diameters. The size distribution

allows calculating a mean diameter, which is generally expressed as [57]:

d̄q,q−1 = (

∑
(Nid

q
i d
p
i )∑

(Nid
q
i )

)1/p (3.18)

with N the number and d the diameter. p is the moment average and q

the moment distribution, with q = 0 for number, 1 for diameter, 2 for surface

and 3 for volume/mass (p > 0). The surface based mean diameter (or Sauter

diameter) is e.g. expressed as:

d3,2 =

∑
Nid

3
i∑

Nid2
i

(3.19)

3.2.2 O�ine characterization

The o�ine characterization tools used here are traditional devices such as elec-

tron microscopy (SEM, TEM), X-ray di�raction methods (XRD, EDX) or BET

measurements [12]. Most of these methods are very common in the nanoparticle

community and therefore not described in detail here.

3.2.2.1 X-ray Di�raction

A lot of material information is nowadays obtained by di�raction methods. Usu-

ally an incident wave is directed onto a material, where the wave is di�racted

and collected by a detector, which moves over the sample to record the direc-

tions and intensities of the di�racted wave. The observed material consists of

atoms, which are arranged in crystal structures. In order to obtain informa-

tion about the material, the wavelength needs to be comparable to the spacing

between the atoms, e.g X-rays. X-ray waves are scattered at atoms, primar-

ily through their electrons. An X-ray striking an electron produces secondary

spherical waves (elastic scattering) emanating from the electron. A regular array

of atoms (scatterers), as it is in a crystal, produces a regular array of spherical

waves. Although these waves cancel out each other in most directions through

destructive interference, they concentrate constructively in a few speci�c direc-

tions, determined by Bragg's law:

n · λ1 = 2dhkl sin(θhkl) (3.20)

, λ1 is the wavelength of the beam, n any integer, dhkl the spacing between

di�racting planes, θhkl the incident angle. The intensity of the Bragg-re�ections

of crystalline materials is measured for di�erent incident angles leading to a
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di�ractogram. The di�ractogram is characteristic for the investigated material

or composition.

The X-ray di�raction does not only lead to information about the material

composition, but also about the crystalline size dc. This information can be

found in the broadening of the re�ections in a di�ractogram, by the Scherrer

equation:

dc =
Kλ

B cos θ
(3.21)

,with the Scherrer constant K (0.89 at Full Width of Half Maximum (FWHM))

and B the FWHM. Further detailed information about di�ractometry methods

can be found in the literature [42].

3.2.2.2 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller measurement

The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method [12] can be used to estimate the

primary particle size of a nanopowder. It bases on the adsorption (attachment)

of gas atoms or molecules on a solid surface (particle) due to the van der Waals

force (physisorption) [61]. The gas adsorption allows calculating a surface area

of nanoparticles, which surface is in comparison to its volume rather large. The

BET formula is given by:

Pe
V0(P0 − P )

=
1

hV0m
+
h− 1

hV0m
(
Pe
P0

) (3.22)

with Pe the equilibrium experimental pressure, P0 the vapor pressure of the

adsorbate gas, V0 the volume the adsorbed gas per gram of adsorbant, V0m
the volume of the adsorbate monolayer per gram adsorbent and h a constant

relating the heat of adsorption and condensation.

Equation 3.22 behaves linearly for 0.05 ≤ Pe
P0
≤ 0.35, with the slope h−1

hV0m
and the intercept 1

hV0m . Figure 3.6 shows an example for a BET isotherm of

synthesized copper nanopowder.

The speci�c surface area can then be calculated by [61]:

SSA = amNA(
P0V0

RT
) (3.23)

with am the area of one adsorbed gas molecule (0.162 nm2 for nitrogen) and

NA the Avogadro number. With SSA known, the primary particle size (surface

based) can be calculated by:

dp =
6

ρbSSA
(3.24)
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Figure 3.6: BET isotherm for a copper nanopowder sample produced during
this thesis

3.2.3 Online characterization

In the following online measurement devices are described, which are used in-

tensively in this study. The process developed in this work has shown changing

product attributes (production rate, nanoparticle size, etc.) from the begin-

ning, hence a dedicated online measurement system has been needed. For online

measurements a Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM), a Scan-

ning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) and an Electrical Low Pressure Impactor

(ELPI) are available. While each device leads to speci�c aerosol information

(e.g. production rate, mobility diameter, aerodynamic diameter) their combi-

nation allows earning even more information (primary particle size, extend of

agglomeration, mass mobility exponent). In the following, the utilized online

(aerosol) measurement equipment for this thesis is described. Their combina-

tion, leading to a novel online characterization method is described in chapter

5.

3.2.3.1 Dilution system

The main goal of this work is to increase the production rate of metal nanoparti-

cles. To verify the quality of those particles, standardized particle measurement

equipment as discussed in the following is used, which however is not built to

handle high particle number concentrations. Especially the optical measure-

ment of aerosols is limited by the particle concentration. In order to ensure

correct measurements of the devices and to reduce the cost of �lter material
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etc., an aerosol dilution system is required. Di�erent kinds of dilution systems

are known [98]. In this work an ejector dilution system is applied to reduce the

particle concentration [54,83]. The working principle is as follows. A sheath gas

�ow Qin of nitrogen de�ned by a primary pressure passes a suction nozzle con-

nected to the process line, to form a low pressure region in front of the suction

nozzle inside the dilution system. The low pressure leads to a suction of aerosol

Qa inside the dilution chamber, in which both gas �ows mix. The amount of

aerosol sucked into the dilution system increases with Qin, so that the dilution

factor W = (Qin + Qa)/Qa is only dependent of the diameter of the suction

nozzle. Dilution factors of ten to hundred are usually applied. By cascading

further dilution systems this factor can be increased even further.

3.2.3.2 Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance

The Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) has been developed

by Patashnick and Rupprecht [120]. The TEOM uses the mass dependency of

the frequency of a harmonic oscillating element to determine the mass loading

of an aerosol. The heart of the TEOM is an oscillating tapered element, a tube

through which the aerosol with a constant volume �ow (3 l/min by vacuum

pump) is guided. A �lter is arranged on the free end of the tube, so that the

aerosol passes the �lter before entering the tube. Aerosol particles deposit in the

�lter and thereby increase the mass of the �lter and the tapered element. The

frequency of the oscillating element changes. For a known system, the change

of frequency can directly be used to calculate the mass loading of the �lter and

thereby of the aerosol, with the assumption that all particles are deposited in

the �lter.

A harmonic oscillator is described by the following equation:

ω = 2πf =

√
(
k

m
) (3.25)

with k = k0
4π2 , f being the frequency of the oscillating element, m the total

mass and k0 the speci�c restoring force constant. In the TEOM, the total mass

m consists of the mass of the tapered element m0, the �lter mass mf and the

�lter loading δm.

m = m0 +mf + δm (3.26)

With a de�ned �lter loading mcal, the speci�c restoring force constant k0 can

be determined for an oscillating element by:

f2
1 =

k0

mf +m0
(3.27)
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and

f2
2 =

k0

mf +m0 +mcal
(3.28)

leading to:

k0 =
mcal

1/f2
2 − 1/f2

1

(3.29)

With k0 de�ned, unknown mass loadings δm can be determined [120]:

δm = k0(1/f2
2 − 1/f2

1 ) (3.30)

Hence, the mass loading of the �lter can be determined by the change of the

frequency of the tapered element, when k0 is known. It allows a direct mea-

surement of aerosol mass concentration. The frequency is independent of the

element mass or mass loadings of previous measurements. The approxima-

tion of a harmonic oscillator for the tapered oscillating element is con�rmed

by Patashnick and Rupprecht. Originally, the TEOM has been designed for

ambient air monitoring [134, 158]. Nowadays, it is also used for comparison

with other instruments in order to classify them, for example a total suspended

particulate sampler developed at the university of Illinois [71] or other manual

gravimetric [6] or technical methods [22]. It is noticeable that in the publica-

tions mentioned above, the mass concentration determined by TEOM seems

lower than the ones measured by the counter methods, which is concluded to

be a result of the heated �lter. The �lter of the TEOM is heated in order to

reduce the thermal expansion of the tapered element that may a�ect the os-

cillating frequency and to minimize humidity caused deviations. This heating

however may cause volatilization of collected organic compounds and therefore

leads to an underestimation of airborne particle mass concentration [1]. It has

been shown that the TEOM is suitable for mass concentration determination,

when volatile particles are known and the TEOM values adjusted.

In this study, a synthetic aerosol containing metal nanoparticles is produced

and its mass concentration determined by the TEOM. All metals used in this

study are not volatile at the maximum heated �lter temperature of 50°C. Nev-

ertheless, in order to prove the correct estimation of production rates the mass

concentrations are validated by gravimetric measurements.

Gravimetric measurements are widely used to determine particulate mass

concentrations. A �lter is weight before and after synthesis under de�ned con-

ditions, concerning temperature and relative humidity. The �lter can be made

from di�erent materials [21], but for further processing it seems constructive to

choose a water-repellent �lter material, to decrease mass measurements devia-

tions. Since a lot of particle characterization is performed on deposited material,

it is also desirable to choose a �lter material, which is suitable for the applied

characterization methods. For example a �lter material that does not show any
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di�raction peaks, at least not in the metallic region (20° ≤ 2θ ≤ 120°) in XRD

measurements or shows residues in ICP-MS samples. It has been found that

PTFE �lters with a pore size of 5 µm are suitable for deposition as well as

characterization needs.

3.2.3.3 Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer

The Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) has been introduced by Wang and

Flagan in 1990 [124,159]. Its development however has started almost 30 years

before [164]. The SMPS is a measurement device consisting of neutralizer, a Dif-

ferential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) [15] and a Condensation Particle Counter

(CPC) [147]. It measures particle size distributions of aerosol particles in the

size range from 3 to 700 nm. In order to characterize an aerosol with a SMPS,

its particles have to be charged. Therefore, �rst the aerosol is led through a

neutralizer, which generates a bipolar cloud of ions. Particles passing this cloud

obtain a Boltzmann charge equilibrium [94, 165] and can be classi�ed inside

an ensuing DMA. The DMA has been developed in the seventies [79, 95, 164].

It classi�es particles in a poly-disperse aerosol by their electrical mobility. A

monodisperse aerosol results, which in principle means that all particles inside

the aerosol have the same (mobility) size. The basic physical e�ect is the de-

pendence of the velocity of a charged particle in an electric �eld on the particle

diameter. The velocity of the particles is caused by the equilibrium between the

Stokes drag force:

Fd =
3πηxdm
CC(dm)

(3.31)

and the electric �eld force:

Fe = neE (3.32)

with n being the number of elementary charge of the particle, e the elementary

charge, E the electric �eld and dm the electrical mobility diameter. From this,

the electrical mobility Zp is found to be:

Zp =
x

E
=

neCC
3πηdm

(3.33)

Depending on the DMA's geometry, sheath �ow rates and classifying voltage,

the particle size (electrical mobility diameter) can be calculated [37]. The size

selection and monodispersity of the aerosol is referred to as transfer function of

the DMA [63]. The monodisperse aerosol leaves the DMA and enters a particle

detector. Usually a CPC is used, which enables optical particle detection by

increasing the particle size by condensation of a saturated vapor (butanol). The

combination of an electrical mobility analyzer and a particle counter can be

used to compute a particle size distribution, which has �rst been combined

in a Di�erential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS) [74]. A signi�cant decrease
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Figure 3.7: Exemplary number size distribution measured by the SMPS

in measurement time has then be realized by Wang and Flagan, as they have

proposed the SMPS, in which the electric �eld is applied continuously (scanning)

instead of in discrete steps as it is done in the DMPS. Figure 3.7 shows an

exemplary number size distribution of arc produced copper particles measured

by the SMPS.

3.2.3.4 Electrical Low Pressure Impactor

An even faster measurement of an aerosol size distribution is possible with an

Electrical Low Pressure Impactor (ELPI). The distribution is not based on an

electrical mobility diameter, but on an aerodynamic/ Stokes diameter. The

ELPI has been presented by Keskinen et al. [75,105,106]. Aerosol particles are

unipolar charged in a corona charger before they enter a low pressure cascade

impactor. A multichannel electrometer connected to each plate measures the

electric current carried by each particle onto the stage, when it deposits due to

its inertia.

The cascade impactor is classically designed in a way that the gas �ow is

turned sharply in front of an impactor stage, so that particles of a de�ned inertia

cannot follow the streamlines and deposit on the stage. The Stokes number Stk

is a dimensionless parameter, which can be used to estimate whether particles

collide with an impactor stage or not [7]:

Stk =
ρbCcd

2
sxc

9ηl
(3.34)
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Figure 3.8: Impactor collection e�ciency curves (Stage 1 is the leftmost curve)
[105]

, xc is the average velocity of the carrier gas at a nozzle above the impactor

stage and l the diameter of the nozzle. For inertial classi�ers such as the ELPI,

the square root of Stk corresponding to d50 is used, to express the particle size,

which is collected with an e�ciency of 50%:

ds,50 =

√
18ηl

ρbCcxc

√
Stk50 (3.35)

Figure 3.8 shows the collection e�ciency curve for each stage of the ELPI

impactor [105]. The impactor stages have been designed so that particles with

a diameter (ds,50) between 0.03 and 10 µm are evenly deposited. Several im-

pactor stages connected to an electrometer with di�erent ds,50 inside the ELPI

allow hence the classi�cation of di�erent aerodynamic sizes. The number size

distribution can then be obtained by using the electric signal. The number con-

centration (here for one stage i) is thereby obtained by the measured current of

the impactor stage Ii and the charging e�ciency Ech(dmi
):

Ni =
Ii

Ech(di)
(3.36)

di is the geometric mean diameter for the stage i, which has to be estimated by

the aerodynamic diameter.

Combining SMPS and ELPI in simultaneous aerosol measurements can pro-

vide information about mass mobility exponent and e�ective density of agglom-
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erates [129,154,155] and therefore leads to a method for rapid primary particle

size determination, which has been realized in chapter 5.





Chapter 4

Optimized single arc discharge unit

(OSU) for metal nanoparticle

production

As explained before, in this work the scale-up of metal nanoparticle production

is done by the parallelization of a single production unit, the optimal single

unit (OSU, Figure 4.1). The basic process of nanoparticle production by the

OSU is the transferred arc synthesis. The term OSU implies the complete

synthesis reactor to form metal nanoparticles, which includes the housing and

its connections, all the inner parts for gas �ow adjustment and feedstock re-

feeding and especially the electrode pair, which is the main part of the OSU.

In this chapter the experimental setup, the development and the optimiza-

tion of a transferred arc synthesis process (the OSU) is described, with the goal

of a controlled production of metal nanoparticles in larger amounts, while being

energy e�cient. Parts of this chapter have been published [146] and a German

patent has been �led (see appendix D) .

33
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Figure 4.1: Model of the Optimal Single Unit (OSU)

4.1 Setup of the OSU

The setup of the OSU can be divided in three parts (Figure 4.2). First the

general setup, which in principal summarizes all parts outside of the reactor

chamber, starting with the reactor housing and its connections for power and

gas supply or material feeding. The particle synthesis setup summarizes all the

inner parts of the OSU, e.g. the electrode arrangement or gas �ow adjustment,

hence the parts where the nanoparticles are formed. The third part of the setup

concentrates on the characterization of the formed nanoparticles, online as well

as o�ine. Most of this characterization tools have already been described in

section 3.2. A fourth important part of the experimental setup, which however

is not directly a part of the scienti�c investigation, are the safety precautions,

which have been considered e.g. when working with high currents or nanopar-

ticles.

Figure 4.3 shows a picture of the overall setup for the OSU, which combines

all parts discussed in this chapter.

4.1.1 General setup of the OSU

The heart of the general setup is the reactor chamber, in which metal evapo-

ration and particle formation takes place (Figure 4.1). It consists of a double-

walled housing which allows water-cooling. A technical drawing of the OSU
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Figure 4.2: Overall setup

reactor housing is depicted in the appendix (B.1). It consists of a DN 160 ISO-

K chamber, containing 6 circumferentially placed ISO-KF 40 ports, which can

be used either for adaptive gas inlets (process or quenching gas), aerosol outlet,

electrode arrangements, vacuum pump connection, monitoring tools or feeding

mechanisms. The DN 160 ISO-K blank �ange to close the OSU has a seventh

ISO-KF 40 port, which can be used as a view-port inside the chamber.

The construction of the housing allows several gas �ow inlets into the reactor

chamber. The gas �ows (3.5 to 50 l/min) are typically adjusted by mass �ow

controllers. As carrier gas nitrogen, argon, helium or 95 vol.% nitrogen + 5 vol.%

hydrogen are used and their in�uence on particle properties investigated during

this thesis. All gases have a purity of at least 99.9995%. Except for nitrogen,

all gases are supplied by gas bottles. Nitrogen is supplied from the house line.

In order to ensure the quality of the nitrogen, it is additionally cleaned by a

puri�er (Alphagaz Puri�er O2-Free, Air Liquide, Düsseldorf, Germany) prior

the mass �ow controller.

With regard to the goal of an energy e�cient synthesis, the process pressure

is atmospheric, which means that no pumps have to be used during process-

ing. However, in order to prevent oxygen contamination, the reactor chamber is

evacuated and �lled with the carrier gas prior the process. The reactor chamber

is evacuated to 0.5 mbar by a vacuum pump (Adixen ACP 15, Pfei�er Vakuum

GmbH, Wertheim, Germany). The pressure is monitored by a vacuum trans-

ducer. By re�lling, re-evacuating and again �lling the system with the carrier

gas, the oxygen concentration inside the chamber is reduced as much as possible.
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Figure 4.3: Photograph of the overall OSU setup

Two ports of the reactor chamber are used for the power supply connection,

where a cost-e�ective power supply, an o�-the-shelf TIG welding generator is

connected. For transferred arc synthesis the speci�cations for such a device are

simple. It needs a high frequency ignition mode, as the ignition by contact is

di�cult to realize inside the chamber and may cause a weld or feedstock impu-

rities. Further it should have a constant current mode (up to 180A), which can

be adjusted accurately. Several TIG welding generators have been investigated

at the beginning of this study, the di�erences were found to be negligible so that

the price has been the deciding criteria. Therefore, for most parts of this thesis a

TIG welder of the company Expondo (Stamos S-Wigma 200P, Expondo GmbH,

Berlin, Germany) is used. The electric connection is fed into the chamber by

high vacuum feedthroughs.

To adhere to the idea of an economic production, no reactive or dangerous

precursors are used in this study. Hence, the feedstock material de�nes the

nanoparticle composition. Nevertheless, the interaction of the carrier gas and

the feedstock needs to be taken into account. This study lays the focus on the

production of metal nanoparticles, therefore nitrogen as carrier gas has to be

avoided with nitride forming metals, such as aluminium. For nitride forming

metals, other carrier gases such as argon are used. As feedstock material initially

the metal in the form of 1 to 5 mm spherical shots are used, because they are

easy to handle, especially for re-feeding the crucible.
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Figure 4.4: Picture of the inner setup of the OSU, including the graphite cru-
cible with a congealed silver melt, a graphite hood and the tungsten rod cathode

4.1.2 Particle synthesis setup of the OSU (inner setup)

As the inner setup in�uences the particle formation process strongly, various gas

�ow and electrode arrangements are investigated. Important aspects of these

investigations are summarized in the result sections of this chapter. Here, the

�nal inner OSU setup depicted in �gure 4.4 is discussed on a general basis, to

explain the important parts of the inside of the chamber.

The transferred arc is ignited between two electrodes inside the reactor cham-

ber. On the one hand there is the tungsten cathode in shape of a 1.6 mm rod,

on the other hand the metal to be vaporized, which is stored initially as shots

in a graphite crucible. The shape of the crucible is adjustable and later on

investigated. In principal, the crucible has to be made of a conductive material

with a much higher melting point than the metal, e.g graphite (sublimation

temperature approx. 4000 K). The crucible sits on a crucible carrier, which is

made of grade 1 titanium having relatively low heat conductance, while main-

taining good electrical conductivity. The electrode distance is set between 3

and 7 mm, depending on feedstock material, carrier gas composition and gas

�ow. Both electrodes are connected to the power supply by high vacuum cur-

rent feedthroughs (e.g. �gure 4.5). The cathode (tungsten rod) is connected

to the negative pole of the welding machine, as it delivers the electrons for the

arc. The anode (crucible) is on the same potential as the housing and ground

and therefore connected to the electrical grounding of the power supply. The

arrangement of the two electrodes inside the reactor chamber is due to the de-

sign of the OSU housing �exible. While the position of the cathode is �xed in

position during processing, the crucible can be adjusted in height by a microme-

ter screw or a vacuum lead through to adjust the gap distance between cathode

and anode. A second graphite part can be seen in �gure 4.4. It is referred to
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Figure 4.5: Sectional view of the tungsten rod cathode connection with carrier
gas inlet Q2

as a suction hood and is used to minimize particle losses inside the chamber.

As there are di�erent kind of suction hoods investigated in this theses, of which

some are directly connected to the crucible, their design and development are

discussed together with the crucible in the result sections.

Principally, the carrier gas �ow inlets can be chosen �exible, too. However,

they depend on the electrode arrangement. It is bene�cial to use two gas �ows,

one main carrier gas �ow Q1 and one quench gas �ow Q2. The quench �ow Q2 is

directed on the arc (cross-�ow) and hence the formation zone of nanoparticles.

It enters the chamber over an ISO-KF-40-tee and is directed towards the arc

via a ceramic tube which surrounds the tungsten cathode, which current feed

trough is also attached to the ISO-KF-40-T (Figure 4.5). The carrier gas �ow

Q1 enters the chamber at the bottom by an ISO-KF 40 cross (axial-�ow), where

also the graphite crucible anode connection is placed. It �ows upwards the

crucible carrier, passing the crucible and entering the nanoparticle formation

zone.

As material is evaporated from the graphite crucible, it has to be fed regu-

larly into the crucible in order to maintain the arc running. The goal is to keep

the melt on a constant level. A material shot feeder is presented in section 4.5.

It supplies a controlled amount of material into the system. Hence, a guidance

inside the chamber is needed, which leads the metal shots from the entrance in

the chamber to the crucible. This guidance has been realized by a combination

with the suction hood.

4.1.3 Particle characterization setup

The devices used for particle characterization are described in the fundamentals

(section 3.2). The detailed setup for characterization depends on the measure-

ments, which have to be performed. For the online determination of primary

particle size (chapter 5), as well as the determination of sintering parameters
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Figure 4.6: Exemplary characterization setup

(chapter 6) speci�c characterization setups are used and described in the be-

longing chapters.

As the main goal of this study is to design a synthesis process to produce

large amounts of metal nanoparticles, three aerosol characteristics are found to

be of most interest: the particles size, the production rate and speci�c electricity

consumption. The characterization setup depicted in �gure 4.6 is used to obtain

the desired aerosol information.

The product aerosol is split in three �ows in order to follow two charac-

terization approaches. O�ine measurements can be performed on particles,

which have been deposited either on a TEM-grid via electrostatic precipita-

tion (Dixkens and Fissan 1999) for TEM measurement (JSM 7500F, JEOL,

Tokyo, Japan) or on a PTFE �lter with a pore size of 5 µm for gravimetric,

BET(Gemini VII 2390, Micromeritics GmbH, Aachen, Germany) or XRD mea-

surements (X'pert Pro MPD with Ni-�ltered copper Kα radiation, PANalytical,

Almelo, Netherlands). The �lter is suitable for XRD measurements of metals,

since it does not show any di�raction peaks at angles above 20°. The data is

recorded in steps of 2θ = 0.01◦ over a range of 20° ≤ 2θ ≤ 120°. By weighing

the �lter and the crucible prior and post synthesis a production as well as an

evaporation rate can be determined.

The second gas �ow is used for online measurements. Typically, a dilution

system is used to bring the particle concentration (typically 107 − 108 cm−3)

within the measurement range (below 106 cm−3 for SMPS and ELPI) of the

measurement devices. The TEOM obtains information about the aerosol mass

density (µg/m3), which allows calculating the production rate when the carrier

gas �ow is known. The ELPI or SMPS gives information about the particle

sizes in form of number based size distributions. By monitoring the applied
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current and voltage over the electrodes, the speci�c electricity consumption

(SEC) (kWh/kg) can be calculated by means of:

SEC (kWh/kg)=Arc power (kW)/Production rate (kg/h) (4.1)

The remaining aerosol �ow that is not needed for characterization is led into a

�lter, where the particles are separated from the carrier gas.

4.1.4 Safety requirements

The safety requirements for a nanoparticle production unit such as the OSU are

quite stringent and base partly on assumptions, as the full hazardous potential

of nanoparticles is not understood completely yet. A discussion of all safety

relevant aspects for this process would surely go beyond the scope of this thesis.

Here following headwords are given to summarize the most important issues,

when working with nanoparticles:

� Nanoparticles may cause irritation of skin, eyes or lung

� Reactor must be closed during process

� Reactor must be equipped with overpressure valves

� Protective equipment must be worn when working with nanoparticles

� Dust emission must be reduced to a minimum

* Cleaning of process equipment covered with nanoparticles by wet

cloths

� Especially metal nanoparticles can ignite or explode during fast oxidiza-

tion

� Controlled passivation of metal nanoparticles before releasing to am-

bient air

� Particles / Reactor must be kept away from reactive substances

4.2 Crucible design and electrode arrangement

This section describes the development of the crucible design and electrode

arrangement inside the reactor chamber for optimal conditions of particle syn-

thesis via transferred arc. The reactor chamber allows due to its design multiple

arrangement possibilities. Electrode arrangement means thereby the position of

the two electrodes relative to each other, as well as the shape of the crucible

and the direction of the gas �ow on the electrodes and arc. Figure 4.7 shows an

exemplary crucible design and an electrode arrangement of the transferred arc
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Figure 4.7: Exemplary crucible design and electrode arrangement for a trans-
ferred arc synthesis

setup. The tungsten rod cathode is coming from the side. It has been found

early during this investigations that the cathode arrangement from the side is

more advantageous in comparison to other positions. With this cathode posi-

tion, the arc runs stable and is easy to ignite. Furthermore, high power arcs can

be used without any visible cathode consumption as the up-streaming arc does

not heat the cathode that strongly. The crucible anode is sitting on a crucible

carrier at the bottom of the reactor chamber. This position is also �xed as the

crucible carries the feedstock, which eventually turns liquid. Two gas �ows are

adjusted: an axial �ow Q1, which enters the reactor chamber at the bottom

�ange streaming along the crucible and a cross �ow Q2, coming from the side

streaming along the cathode directed on the arc. The aerosol outlet is usually

the top �ange of the reactor housing using also the buoyancy.

The crucible anode is a crucial part of the transferred arc synthesis. Multiple

crucible designs and electrode arrangements are therefore tested during this

study. In all cases, the crucible is not cooled in order to minimize energy losses

and to keep the reactor chamber as simple as possible. All crucibles are made

of a massive graphite rod. A cylindrical recess with a diameter of 20 mm and

a depth of 10 mm is used to �ll in the feedstock material to be evaporated. On

the other side a carrier recess with a diameter of 21 mm is implanted for the

tungsten crucible carrier.
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Figure 4.8: E�ect of crucible design on production rate (bars) and particle
size (asterisks) with Q1 using only the axial gas �ow, Q2 only the cross gas �ow
and Q1 + Q2 a combination of both �ows. (Total gas �ows 15 l/min, 35 A, in
nitrogen for copper)

Figure 4.8 depicts di�erent crucible designs and their e�ect on production

rate (bars) and particle size (asterisks), also depending on the gas �ow direc-

tion for copper nanoparticles. The test conditions are almost similar for each

crucible. The tungsten rod cathode comes from the side. The axial �ow from

bottom to top being Q1 and the cross �ow Q2 coming from the side over the

cathode rod as depicted in Figure 4.7. Some results are obtained for both gas

�ows combined (Q1 + Q2). The total gas �ow (nitrogen, 15 l/min) and the

applied current (35 A) are kept constant.

Crucible 1 is the simplest to manufacture. The maximum production rate

reached is about 700 mg/h (for Q1). Although the same current is applied,

the production rate in the axial setup (Q1) is much higher than the production

rate in the cross setup (Q2). Since arc synthesis is a highly thermal process,

an upward gas �ow in the same direction as the buoyancy leads to less wall

deposition and thereby to a higher process e�ciency, as less turbulences and

smaller temperature gradients occur. Another advantage of the axial setup is

a much more stable arc, which is especially for lower electric currents and the

lower energetic arcs useful. The production rate of the cross �ow setup is much

lower, but the in�uence of the gas �ow on the particle size (mobility diameter)

is found to be greater, so that the particle size control is easier and smaller
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of heat loss of crucible 2 and 3 and image of crucible
3 directly after extinguishing arc

particles can be produced. In the cross �ow setup the gas �ow is directly guided

towards the arc and therefore to the particle nucleation zone, smaller residence

times result, which lead to smaller particles.

Crucible 2 has a reduced diameter in the middle part in order to reduce the

heat losses towards the current feedthrough, which results in a minor increase of

production rate and particle size. This approach has been a crucial factor during

the design of crucible 3. By shaping the upper part of the crucible conically, the

heat losses have been reduced signi�cantly (�gure 4.9), which is also re�ected in

the production rate. Figure 4.9 depicts a comparison of the modeled heat losses

of crucible 2 and 3 and a picture of the glowing crucible 3 directly after the

arc extinguished, here with the tungsten cathode from the top. The glowing is

reduced signi�cantly at the end of the conical top. With crucible 3, a production

rate of copper nanoparticles above 1 g/h is achieved. Some of the investigations

shown in the following sections are done with this design.

Starting with crucible 4, the goal has no longer been to optimize the evap-

oration of material by the shape of the crucible, but to reduce the losses inside

the reactor chamber. The water-cooled walls of the reactor are a thermophoretic

trap for the produced particles. In principal most of the ensuing crucible de-

signs base on crucible 3. Crucible 4 has a graphite pipe added so that �ow Q2

is guided out of the reactor zone. Here, the gas outlet is at the side. However,

due to the upward gas �ow as a result of the buoyancy, a lot of particles do not

enter the pipe. In comparison to crucible 3, a small increase in production rate

is observed when using the cross �ow mode (Q2), but in comparison to the axial

�ow mode (Q1) of crucible 3, the production rate decreases strongly.

With crucible 5, 6 and 7 three di�erent approaches have been investigated to

optimize the axial �ow mode, as this con�guration has been proven to be more

productive. As some of these designs have a direct contact between the crucible

and the upper ISO-KF-40 port, they are capable for gravity-based feeding of

feedstock material into the crucible, which is discussed in section 4.5. The added
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Figure 4.10: Clogging of crucible 6

funnel is hence not only used as a guided aerosol outlet, but also as a guidance

for feedstock material back into the crucible.

Crucible design 5 shows a signi�cant decrease in production rate in compar-

ison to crucible 3. The added graphite pipe (funnel) has been manufactured

with four elongated holes for a consistent gas inlet, but the arc tends to exit

the aerosol guidance through one of the holes opposite to the cathode at higher

currents. Most of the particles are deposited inside the chamber.

To overcome this problem, the funnel of crucible 6 has only one inlet. It

shows very high production rates (1300 mg/h) at the axial �ow mode (Q1). This

design has been investigated intensively during this study and some of the results

in this study have been achieved with this crucible design. By adding a cross �ow

Q2 to the main �ow Q1 (total gas �ow constant 15 l/min), the production rate

is increased further, while the particle size is reduced. The combination of cross

and axial �ow appears to be an optimum solution to increase the production

rate, while keeping the particle size in the desired nanoscale range. With this

setup, almost no particle deposition inside the chamber is visible after synthesis.

A production rate of 1.5 g/h (with the discussed parameters) is reached. But

clogging of the crucible pipe occurs after some time (�gure 4.10) with this setup

at high production rates.

The clogging appears inside the funnel, so it seems that splashed material

from the melt deposits atop of it. The deposition takes place at local temper-

atures, which are not su�cient to re-melt the material. If splashed material is

deposited somewhere in the funnel, metal vapor condensates on it and quickly

clog the funnel. In order to reduce the precipitation inside the exhaust pipe,

a higher gas �ow Q1 (40 l/min) can be used. The higher gas �ow reduces the

clogging in the upper part of the pipe, but favors the development of a clogging,

positioned directly above the melt. Another issue of this design is the thermal

conductivity of the funnel. Despite the active cooling, the high temperatures at

the outlet �ange of the reactor housing lead to a damaging of the rubber sealing,

which requires additional cooling. Crucible design 6 is hence a good melt carrier
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Figure 4.11: Optimal inner OSU design

and aerosol guidance for low power or low production rate processes. For a high

production process this design is not convenient due to the clogging problem.

To surmount the clogging problem, crucible design 7 has been tested. Figure

4.11 shows the inner design of the OSU with crucible design 7, which is found

to result in the highest production rates and smallest primary particles sizes.

The crucible is separated from the aerosol outlet guidance, in this case a 60 mm

graphite hood with an opening of 52 mm and an angle of 62° to overcome the

clogging as well as the thermal conductivity problem. A hood above a particle-

forming zone has been used e.g. in laser-decomposition reactors [86]. The space

between crucible and hood is variable and shows no clogging after 8h for copper

nanoparticle production. This setup has several advantages in comparison with

the former designs. First, clogging due to splashed particles does not appear

anymore. Second, the heat losses at the crucible are decreased signi�cantly due

to the separation of crucible and hood. Technical drawings of the crucible and

hood are depicted in the appendix (B.2, B.3, B.4). Production rates > 2 g/h

are reached with this setup. Due to the combination of Q1 and Q2, the particle

size can be reduced to less than 100 nm.

The cross gas �ow Q2 has a signi�cant in�uence on the particle size. But it

also e�ects the arc directly. At higher values (5 l/min) it de�ects the arc away

from the center (�gure 4.12). The design of the hood, allows thereby working
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a) b)

Figure 4.12: Transferred arc of crucible design 7 with a cross �ow Q2= 0
l/min (a) and 5 l/min (b). (Cu, 35 A, Q1 = 40 l/min)

with additional cross �ows up to 5 l/min, without losing too many particles

inside the reactor chamber. These values can not be reached with other setups.

Figure 4.12 shows the transferred arc with crucible design 7 at two di�erent

cross �ows. The impact of the cross �ow is discussed in section 4.4.

Summarizing, it can be said that for high power and highly productive arcs

crucible 7 is the most promising. It shows comparatively high production rates

with relatively small particle sizes. Furthermore, it shows a good performance

in terms of long term running as no clogging or extensive heat development

appears. Some particle losses inside the reactor chamber appear, which are at

least for the high production arcs negligible. For materials with a low vapor

pressure, hence for low production arcs, crucible 6 is advantageous, as almost

no particle losses appear and clogging seems only problematic at production

rates > 1 g/h.

The development of the crucible design (CD) and the optimal inner setup

of the OSU has been a long-standing process, while in parallel other relevant

investigations for this study have been undertaken. These investigations have

been done with earlier crucible designs.

4.3 E�ect of carrier gas composition on nanoparticle syn-

thesis

It is well known that the carrier gas composition has a marked in�uence on

transferred arc synthesis. Munz et al. have used a transferred arc to synthesize

silica and aluminum nitride [113]. They show that hydrogen addition to argon

increases the silica production. Tanaka et al. explain the enhanced evaporation

of feedstock material by the addition of hydrogen or nitrogen to argon in a

transferred arc by the formation of small hydrogen (nitrogen) bubbles in silicon

[149]. Those bubbles are capable of transporting additional silicon atoms to
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the top of the melt and thereby increase the production rate. They have found

that hydrogen bubbles are less e�ective to form bigger bubbles and hence to

provide less material than nitrogen bubbles, due to the faster atomic hydrogen

di�usion in the melt. A production rate enhancement of manganese-silver alloy

nanoparticles by hydrogen addition to a transferred arc discharge due to tiny

hydrogen bubble formation is also reported by Lee et al. [89]. Also Shin et al.

have found that the addition of nitrogen to argon as quench gas increases the

evaporation of copper powder [142].

According to Murphy [115], the important arc parameters in�uenced by the

gas composition are: the heat �ux density, current density and thermal and

electrical conductivity, which can lead to a variation in anode temperature and

thereby directly in�uencing the evaporation rate. Table 4.1 shows the results of

their numerical simulations of an arc between a tungsten cathode and a water-

cooled copper anode for di�erent gases mixed with argon. The heat �ux and

current density, which probably have the highest in�uence on the melt heating

and evaporation, increase signi�cantly in ascending order, when helium, nitrogen

or hydrogen is added even at the moderate concentrations around 10 vol.% used

in this study.

For the investigation of the impact of the carrier gas on the production of

metal nanoparticles, CD 3 is used with a carrier gas �ow Q1 = 10 l/min (see

previous section). As carrier gas nitrogen, argon, helium and 95 vol.% nitrogen

+ 5 vol.% hydrogen are used to investigate their in�uence on particle formation.

As material copper, silver and zinc are investigated as they do not react with

any of those carrier gases.

The determined production rates (�gure 4.13) behave as expected in accor-

dance to the calculations of Murphy for argon and helium carrier gases, which

show an increase of thermal conductivity, heat �ux density and current density.

More zinc is produced than silver and copper in agreement with its much higher

vapor pressure (at 1200K for zinc 103 mbar, for silver 10−3 mbar, for copper

10−5 mbar; [59]). The change from an argon to a helium arc increases the par-

ticle production rate of all three metals approximately by factor 5 at constant

electric current. From the investigated gases, argon has the highest electric con-

ductivity and lowest heat capacity, which leads to a broad, but comparatively

low power arc [128]. Hence, less material is evaporated.

When nitrogen is used as carrier gas, the heat �ux and current density at

the anode is larger, the arc power and therefore the evaporation rate increase.

However, the large increase in production rate is not only caused by the en-

hanced thermal evaporation. Tanaka et al. have observed a signi�cant increase

in production rate of silicon nanoparticles, when adding nitrogen to an argon

arc [149]. They conclude that molecular nitrogen dissociates completely at high

arc temperatures leading to an extremely high partial pressure of atomic nitro-
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Figure 4.13: Dependence of the gas composition on the production rate for
copper, silver (both 25A) and zinc (5A) in the cross �ow arrangement (CD 3,
Q1 = 10 l/min) [146]

gen in the arc. On the other hand, nitrogen atoms recombine outside the arc to

form molecular nitrogen again, maintaining a low atomic nitrogen partial pres-

sure. The steady recombination of atomic nitrogen generates more heat that can

be used for material evaporation. This e�ect can only occur in a bi-atomic gas,

such as nitrogen or hydrogen. Also a mechanically caused increase in production

rate is described due to the formation of small bubbles in the molten feedstock

containing nitrogen, which splash �ne molten feedstock material, when moving

to the surface outside of the arc. The movement of those bubbles is also ex-

plained by the di�erence in partial pressure of the nitrogen. Figure 4.14 shows a

schematic describing these e�ects. The e�ect of bubble formation has also been

observed by Lee et al. for manganese aluminum alloys and Förster et al. for

copper, when adding hydrogen to an argon arc [89] [39].

In this study, all production rates increase further, when changing from a

pure helium to a pure nitrogen arc (�gure 4.13), but not in accordance to the

vapor pressure of the metals. The production rate of copper in nitrogen is 100

times higher in comparison to the one of copper in helium. A signi�cant increase

in particle production by a factor of 20 is also observed for zinc. The production

rate of silver however increases only by a factor of 5, so that the production rate

of copper particles now exceeds the one of silver.

An explanation for the smaller increase in production rate of silver in com-

parison to copper is di�cult to �nd and might be a consequence of di�erent

e�ects. XRD measurements indicate crystalline zinc, silver and copper with all
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Figure 4.14: Schematic nitrogen dissociation, recombination and the e�ect of
bubble formation

carrier gases with minimal oxygen contaminations. As an example �gure 4.15

shows the XRD pattern when nitrogen is used as carrier gas. For the sake of

completeness, here also the XRD patterns of aluminium and FeCr are shown.

These samples are shown for an argon arc, as aluminium and FeCr would form

nitrides, when working with nitrogen. It is found that the initial composition

of FeCr is not conserved in the produced powder (nanoparticles) as the XRD

pattern can be assigned mostly to chromium.

The signi�cant increase in copper evaporation in nitrogen can be observed

visually through the observation window. The change from an argon arc to a

nitrogen arc leads to a broader, bright green-lighting arc. The weld pool in

the crucible expands, but remains shallow. Figure 4.16 shows the shallow con-

gealed copper (c) with cavities and almost spherically shaped silver (a) feedstock

material. Large cavities are observable inside the congealed copper, which are

assumed to be a result of the nitrogen bubble formation described above. This

is not observed for silver. In the nitrogen arc the molten silver takes an almost

spherical shape. The spherical shape of the silver melt is conserved, when the

arc is extinguished and the silver congeals. No cavities are observable. It ap-

pears that the formation of tiny nitrogen bubbles in silver is suppressed, which

might be a consequence of the decreased di�usion of nitrogen in silver in con-

trast to copper [149]. For zinc (b), almost no material remains after processing

even for short times, due to the fast evaporation. EDX measurements have been

performed on the congealed silver and copper to investigate the composition of

the feedstock material after synthesis. Both materials show relics of tungsten
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and oxygen on the surface of the melt, so one can conclude that the feedstock

impurities are not responsible for the di�erent evaporation behavior. During

synthesis, a copper oxide layer on the melt would directly evaporate due to the

higher vapor pressure in comparison to pure copper [100]. The tungsten relics

appear to behave as a kind of slag on the melt, since they are mainly detected at

the edge of both samples. This might explain also why no tungsten impurities

are detected by XRD in the particles.

The nitrogen arc also appears smaller in case of the silver. The arc shape

and attachment to the anode seems to in�uence the evaporation remarkably.

Nonetheless, the reason for the di�erence in arc attachment is not understood.

Metal vapor may in�uence the evaporation rate of the anode material. It is

reported that even a low concentration of metal vapor can increase the electri-

cal conductivity and therefore lowers the arc power [32, 43, 115]. A decreased

evaporation may result. It is however unlikely that copper vapor, in comparison

to silver vapor, leads to a signi�cant di�erence in those conductivities at low

concentrations.

The production rate of copper, silver (both at 25A) and zinc (5A) in a car-

rier gas composed of 5 vol.% hydrogen in nitrogen is also displayed in �gure

4.13. The production rate of copper particles is higher than the one of silver

in the nitrogen + 5 vol.% hydrogen mixture, but is smaller than the one in a

pure nitrogen atmosphere. In view of the larger heat �ux and current density

predicted by Murphy et al. (2010) [115] for the hydrogen mixture as compared

to the nitrogen mixture, this is not expected. Figure 4.16 displays the con-

gealed copper feedstock after nitrogen (c) and nitrogen + 5 vol.% hydrogen (d)

processing. As can be seen, the feedstock shape changes signi�cantly due to

the hydrogen addition. The congealed copper shows a shiny surface, as it is the

case for the congealed silver after nitrogen processing. Almost no visible cavities

appear. This may con�rm the impact of the absorption of nitrogen (hydrogen)

into the molten feedstock and the formation of small bubbles, which increase

the production rate. A cut through photograph of the congealed copper feed-

stock after nitrogen (a) and 5 vol.% hydrogen mixture (b) is shown in �gure

4.17. In the nitrogen sample, large cavities appear at the surface of the feed-

stock. In contrast to this, no cavities are visible at the surface of the hydrogen

sample, but small bubbles appear inside the sample. This observation is con-

�rmed by the hypothesis that hydrogen bubbles are less e�ective to form bigger

bubbles than nitrogen, which might be a consequence of the faster di�usion of

hydrogen atoms in the molten feedstock [149]. Smaller bubbles splash less ma-

terial. Accordingly, the splashing material appears to have a greater e�ect on

the production rate than the increased feedstock temperature, since for copper

the particle production rate in the nitrogen + 5 vol.% hydrogen arc is a factor

of 13 smaller than that in a pure nitrogen arc.
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a) b)

c) d)

e)

Figure 4.15: XRD pattern for Ag (a), Cu (b), Zn (c) synthesized in a nitrogen
plasma and Al d), FeCr e) in formed in a argon plasma. dC is the calculated
crystalline size of the metal particles and x the composition [146]

Figure 4.16: Congealed feedstock of a) silver, b) zinc, c) copper after arc evap-
oration in nitrogen atmosphere and d) copper after arc evaporation in nitrogen
+ 5 vol.% hydrogen atmosphere [146]
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Figure 4.17: Section photograph of the congealed copper feedstock after a) pure
nitrogen arc processing and b) nitrogen + 5% hydrogen processing [146]

However, the splashing of nitrogen bubbles might lead to the formation

of micron-sized particles, which a�ect the production rate signi�cantly. SEM

measurements show some micron-sized particles directly after the reactor, but

much less in front of the measurement equipment. This may be the consequence

of several bends in the aerosol line from the reactor to the measurement zone and

the dilution system, where micron-sized particles may impact due to their large

inertia, whereas the smaller produced particles have much smaller relaxation

times and react faster on a direction change of the carrier gas. Especially at those

bends particle depositions are observed, so one can conclude that the e�ect of

the micron-sized particles on the production rate is not that signi�cant, because

they will not enter the measurement system, but should not be neglected.

Since the e�ect of bubble formation is a consequence of the dissociation and

recombination of bi-atomic molecular gases, they seem more suitable for arc

evaporation than atomic gases. It is remarkable that the atomic gases behave

as expected in terms of production rate opposed to the bi-atomic molecular

gases, which cannot be predicted by Murphy's model as this does not include

the bubble formation.

The strong in�uence of the carrier gas on the production rate directly im-

pacts the speci�c electricity consumption (�gure 4.18). Since the highest pro-

duction rate is reached in a nitrogen arc, its speci�c electricity consumption

is the lowest for all three metals. The nitrogen + 5 vol.% hydrogen mixture,

helium and argon follow in ascending order for all investigated metals. Zinc has

the lowest speci�c electricity consumption due to its low melting point. The
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Figure 4.18: Speci�c electricity consumption for silver, copper and zinc de-
pending on applied electric current and carrier gas composition (CD 3, Q1 = 10
l/min) [146]

consumption arranges between 0.1 and 10 kWh/g and is below 1 kWh/g at

25A for all gases tested. For copper only in case of nitrogen as carrier gas it

is below 1 kWh/g, for the other gases one or two orders of magnitude higher.

The speci�c electricity consumption of silver is similar to that of copper, except

for the case of nitrogen, where it shows 3 to 5 times larger values. Hence, the

speci�c electricity consumption is not only power and material dependent, but

depends also strongly on the carrier gas composition used for synthesis. For the

investigated metals, nitrogen appears to be the most e�cient carrier gas.

The previous results have all been obtained with the goal of maximizing

the production rate and hence a reduced speci�c electricity consumption. For

some applications however, not the production rate per se of nanoparticles is

important, but the production rate of nanoparticles at a de�ned particle size.

The carrier gas composition can also be used to manipulate the primary particle

size, but at the expense of the production rate. It is a comparatively easy way

to change the primary particle size signi�cantly in arc synthesis e.g. by adding

argon to a nitrogen carrier gas and thereby reduce the nitrogen concentration.
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Figure 4.19: Number-based particle size distribution for copper particles at
di�erent argon/nitrogen composition (CD 6, Q1 = 15 l/min, Dilution factor
100) [145]

Argon has also the advantage of increasing the stability of the arc due to its

lower energy threshold to form atomic ions [69]. A �rst impression of the impact

of the gas mixtures is given in �gure 4.19, where the number size distributions

are measured at di�erent nitrogen-argon concentrations with the SMPS. The

mobility diameter obtained by the SMPS gives an indication of the diameter

of the agglomerates as they appear in the aerosol. The mean agglomerate size

shifts to larger values with higher nitrogen concentration. The arc power and

evaporation rate increase signi�cantly, when nitrogen is added to argon. Hence,

more material is evaporated so that larger agglomerates are formed. The mean

agglomerate size doubles, when using 80 instead of 5 vol.% nitrogen. Although it

is not shown here, it is remarkable that the agglomerate size does not increase

further in the concentration range between 40 and 100 vol.% nitrogen. The

number concentration and mean mobility diameter of the agglomerates formed

at high nitrogen concentrations changes only marginally, when varying the exact

concentration.

As depicted in �gure 4.20, the primary particle volume obtained by BET

measurements increases with the nitrogen concentration. This explains also,

why the production rate increases further, although the mobility diameter and

number concentration remain almost the same (�gure 4.19). It appears that

denser agglomerates are formed at higher nitrogen concentrations. The primary

particle volume increases linearly with the production rate, which leads to the

assumption that the increase in production rate is mostly dependent on the

size of the primary particles. The primary particle size can be adjusted by the
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Figure 4.20: Speci�c electricity consumption and primary particle volume for
di�erent production rates (CD 6, Q1 = 20 l/min) [145]

carrier gas composition in the range 15 to 80 nm. Between the 100 vol.% and

the 20 vol.% nitrogen mixture the primary particle size decreases linearly with

ca. 4 nm / 10 vol.%. The particle size decreases signi�cantly at higher argon

concentrations (nitrogen < 20 vol.% ). Therefore, argon �nitrogen gas mixtures

can be used, when a speci�c particle size is desired. The speci�c electricity

consumption decreases with the nitrogen concentration and thereby with the

increasing production rate, although the voltage and thereby the power input

is increased when nitrogen is added into the system.

To conclude it can be said that the carrier gas composition has a large

impact on the particle production rate and can increase it with orders of mag-

nitude. This increase is observed for all investigated metals. In argon and

helium, the evaporation rate increases, when metals with a higher vapor pres-

sure are used. In the nitrogen arc, copper particle production exceeds the one

of silver, although the vapor pressure of copper is lower. This appears to be a

consequence of the formation of small nitrogen bubbles in the molten feedstock,

which impacts feedstock evaporation signi�cantly. The addition of hydrogen to

the nitrogen carrier gas does not lead to an increase of production rate, since the

bubble formation is reduced for hydrogen, due to the faster hydrogen di�usion

in the molten feedstock. For metals not forming nitrides, the nitrogen arc is by

far the most energy-e�cient process. The increase in production rate is mostly

due to an increase of primary particle size, which again makes it to a limiting
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factor of the production rate. The variation of carrier gas composition allows

hence also a precise adjustment of primary particle size.

4.4 In�uence of power input and gas �ow on production

rate and particle size

The power input has traditionally been used as a controlling parameter for

material evaporation in transferred arc synthesis [14, 101, 163]. This e�ect is

also visible in the nanoparticle production rate (�gure 4.21), since it increases

strongly with power input above a threshold value. For silver e.g., there is a

minimum power input of 175 W required to start feedstock evaporation and

particle formation. The higher the power of the arc, the more energy is directed

to the anode and hence to the material to be evaporated. While a higher energy

input increases the temperature and thereby the evaporation of material and so

the particle production rate, it as well increases the energy costs for the system.

Figure 4.22 displays the dependency of the arc voltage and the power input

on the applied current and electrode distance. The power input is calculated

from the product of the applied electric current and the resulting voltage be-

tween the electrodes. The required voltage for a stable arc decreases slightly

with increasing current and increases with the electrode distance as predicted

by the Paschen's law (for breakthrough voltage).

The investigation of the previous section shows that a nitrogen arc has a

signi�cant higher production rate than the other investigated arcs. Therefore,

for non-nitride forming metals, nitrogen is used for the investigation of the

in�uence of the power input and gas �ow on the particle production rate. For

other metals argon is used instead.

Figure 4.23 depicts the in�uence of the applied electric current on the pro-

duction rate for the di�erent metals, using CD 6. In principal it can be con-

cluded that a higher electric current leads to an increased production rate. This

increase levels of at higher currents, at which a further increase in electric cur-

rent does not promote an increase in production rate. The production rate is

strongly material dependent, the responsible parameter for that however is dif-

�cult to determine, as it is at least not only dependent of the materials' vapor

pressure. Other e�ects, such as thermal or electrical conductivity, heat �ux or

bubble formation can a�ect the production rate (see previous section). Of all

investigated metals, zinc has the highest production rate, owned to its high va-

por pressure. In nitrogen a production rate >30 g/h has been observed at 45 A.

The production rate is increased by a factor of approximately 70, by raising the

applied current from 5 A to 45 A. The only other metal which reaches the mark

of 1 g/h with this setup is copper. At 45 A nearly 2.2 g/h of copper nanopar-

ticles are produced in nitrogen. The increase of production rate in dependency
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Figure 4.21: Production rate of silver nanoparticles as a function of power
input at an electrode distance of 7 mm (CD 3, Q1 =10 l/min)

Figure 4.22: Dependence of arc voltage and power input on applied electric
current and electrode gap distance (voltage) with copper electrodes (CD 3, Q2 =5
l/min, nitrogen) [145]
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of the current is in comparison to zinc not that strong. It is again material

dependent.

The increase of production rate with current is for silver and aluminium the

least signi�cant. The maximum production rate of silver is determined to be

around 0.4 g/h, even at 65 A, which is a maximum limit of applied current for

the OSU setup, due to the strong heat development. Aluminium is known to

form nitrides. Hence, argon is used as carrier gas for aluminium synthesis. At 65

A the maximum attainable production rate is about 20 mg/h. If nitrogen is used

and aluminium nitride formed, the production rate increases approximately by

a factor 10. The dependency of the current stays nearly the same. FeCr shows

strong dependency on the current, its production rate nevertheless is the lowest

of all investigated metals. As already mentioned in the previous section (Figure

4.15), the feedstock composition of FeCr can not be transformed 1:1 into aerosol

particles, as the produced particle consist mostly of chromium (66 vol.%).

Figure 4.24 shows the speci�c electricity consumption. Except for zinc, the

speci�c electricity consumption behaves linearly for all metals over the applied

electric current, which proves that beside the carrier gas composition the ap-

plied electric current is a very important parameter to a�ect and control the

production rate. In the investigated power range, an increase in power (electric

current) leads to an increase in production rate, so that the e�ciency of the

process stays constant, even for higher production rates. Only zinc shows a

nonlinear behavior, which can be reasoned by its strong evaporation above 5 A.

At 45 A a speci�c electricity consumption of 25 kWh/kg is observed for zinc.

As the speci�c power consumption behaves almost linearly for the other met-

als in the investigated power range, it appears that the production of nanopar-

ticles by this method can be increased arbitrarily by just supplying more power

to the process. Figure 4.25 shows the primary particle size for zinc, copper,

silver and aluminium according to the production rate and speci�c electricity

consumption. The biggest particles are produced with zinc, due to its strong

evaporation. The particle size ranges depending on the input current between

78 and 220 nm. Silver particles are produced in a size range of 76 to 144 nm,

copper particles between 48 and 112 nm. The particle sizes of aluminium are

much smaller, as they are produced with argon as carrier gas. It is remark-

able that silver exceeds the particle size of copper, although the production rate

is much higher for copper than for silver. This might be consequence of the

rapid sintering of silver even at low temperatures, which favors the formation

of bigger particles and less agglomerates. However, the primary particle size

increases with the applied electric current for all metals, eventually exceeding

the size of 100 nm (not for aluminium). The point of exceedance of this limiting

value is of course material dependent. It means that by de�nition no longer

nanoparticles are produced, according to ISO/TS 27687:2008. Hence, an in-
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Figure 4.23: Production rate of di�erent metals in dependence of the applied
electric current (CD 6, Q1 = 20 l/min)

Figure 4.24: Speci�c electricity consumption of di�erent metals in dependence
of the applied electric current (CD 6, Q1=20 l/min)
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Figure 4.25: Primary particle size of di�erent metals in dependence of the
applied electric current (CD 6, Q1=20 l/min)

crease in production rate by simply increasing the power input has an inherent

limitation.

The knowledge of the primary particle sizes allows furthermore an estima-

tion of the electricity consumption per surface area of nanopowder and not the

production rate. This is depicted in �gure 4.26. The electricity consumption

per surface area is for zinc, copper and even aluminium for smaller power inputs

in the same range (10 to 30 Wh/m2). The surface area of the small aluminium

particles is much larger than the one of zinc, which equalizes the increased spe-

ci�c electricity consumption. The electricity consumption per surface area for

silver is much higher than for any other metal, which results from the ratio of

a relatively large particle size and low production rate.

Further optimization of production rate in the nanoscale size range can be

realized by the amount and direction of the gas �ow, including CD 7. Figure

4.27 depicts the in�uence of the amount and direction of the gas �ow on the

production rate and primary particle size for copper particles at 35 A. It shows

that the production rate increases with the carrier gas �ow Q1. An explanation

of this is that at higher gas �ows, a more e�cient transport of particles out of the

formation zone occurs. Also particle losses in the lines are decreased extensively

at higher gas �ows. Nevertheless, a volume �ow higher than 40 l/min is not

advisable due to instabilities of the arc and increased gas consumption.

The second (cross) �ow Q2 is also bene�cial in terms of production rate.

By adding 3 l/min (solid line, �gure 4.27) from the side, the production rate
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Figure 4.26: Electricity consumption per surface area in dependence of the
applied electric current (CD 6, Q1=20 l/min)

can be increased about 1 g/h (Q1 = 40 l/min), to a value of approximately 5.5

g/h. Is the cross �ow Q2 increased further (dotted line) the production rate

decreases signi�cantly. On the one hand the arc gets unstable at a cross �ow

= 5 l/min so that the production process is quite discontinuous. On the other

hand, much smaller particles are formed at this �ow. The particle size decreases

signi�cantly with the cross �ow Q2, as it directly in�uences the residence time

in the nucleation and coagulation zone. The higher the �ow, the smaller is the

residence time and hence the resulting particle size.

Principally one can adjust the primary particles size of the copper nanopar-

ticles in the range from 60 to 130 nm by varying the nitrogen gas �ow. In order

to reach the maximal production rate of metal nanoparticles, a main carrier gas

�ow Q1 as high as possible and a cross �ow Q2 at about 3 l/min appear to be

optimal.

Table 4.2 summarizes the optimal parameters to produce metal nanoparti-

cles with the OSU in larger amounts keeping the particle size below 100 nm

(except for zinc). The applied parameters are strongly material and carrier gas

dependent. For most metals, CD7 appears to be the best in terms of production

rate, which might be a consequence of the higher carrier gas �ows, which can be

used with this setup. The mass load per cubic centimeter stays almost constant,

when the gas �ow is doubled, but the particle size decreases. For aluminium

and FeCr, basically the argon arcs with CD 6 seem to be most promising. The

production rate is due to the use of argon in comparison to the other metals

comparatively low. A further increase in gas �ow does not lead to an increased
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Figure 4.27: In�uence of amount and direction of gas �ow on production rate
(left) and particle size (right) at 35A (CD 7)

production rate. In comparison to CD 7, CD 6 shows slightly decreased particle

losses to the reactor walls and is hence preferred for metals with lower produc-

tion rates. A cross �ow Q2 is advantageous for the synthesis with CD 7. At a

value of 3 l/min the arc remains stable, while signi�cant smaller particles can be

produced. The particle size of in argon produced particles is much smaller, so

that an additional decrease of particle size is not required. As discussed before,

the applied electric current impacts the production rate and hence particle size

strongly, which means that the highest current is not automatically the optimal

process condition. The evaporation rate of copper and zinc are very high even

at lower currents. An increase in current might lead to a marginal increase in

evaporation and production rate, but is not bene�cial in terms of electricity

consumption and particle size. Due to the heat development at higher currents

a maximum current value of 60 A has been set. The purity and composition of

produced particles is shown by the XRD measurements depicted in �gure 4.15.

Table 4.2: Optimal parameters for nanoparticle production with the OSU

Metal Carrier Gas CD Q1(l/min) Q2(l/min) Elect. Current (A)

Zn N2 7 40 3 25
Cu N2 7 40 3 35
Ag N2 7 40 3 60
Al Ar 6 20 0 60
FeCr Ar 6 20 0 60
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Table 4.3: Production rate (PR), speci�c electricity consumption (SEC), mo-
bility size dm(agglomerates) and primary particle size dP (BET) of the di�erent
metals achieved with the optimal parameters

Metal PR (g/h) SEC (kWh/kg) dm(nm) dP (nm)

Zinc 36 12 212 180
Copper 5.5 179 144 83
Silver 1.0 6807 128 120

Aluminium 0.03 32025 65 15
FeCr 0.02 41017 63 18

Table 4.3 shows the production rate, speci�c electricity consumption, mobil-

ity size (agglomerates) and primary particle size (BET) of the di�erent metals

achieved with the optimal parameters of table 4.2. Due to its vapor pressure,

zinc is the material with the highest production rate and hence lowest speci�c

electricity consumption. More than 30 g/h of zinc nanoparticles with a mean

primary particle size of 180 nm can be produced. By the techniques discussed

before, the particle size can be reduced, but at the expense of decreased pro-

duction rate. Copper nanopowder with a mean primary particle size of 83 nm

can be produced with a rate of 5.5 g/h. The speci�c electricity consumption of

copper production is approx. 180 kWh / kg. The maximum realized production

rate of silver has been approx. 1 g/h with a particle size of 120 nm. The particle

size at this production rate seems rather large, especially when compared to the

values of copper. Also, the mobility size of the produced silver agglomerates

does almost not di�er from the primary particle size, which indicates the for-

mation of very dense agglomerates consisting of only few, but larger particles

due to sintering (discussed in the following chapter). The production rates of

aluminium and FeCr are low, because argon has been used. The production

rates are in the milligram range (30 mg/h for aluminium, 20 mg/h for FeCr and

chromium). The speci�c electricity consumption are hence signi�cantly higher

than the ones produced by a the nitrogen arc. But, the particle sizes are very

small, which makes this synthesis procedure relevant for some applications even

at this low production rates.

To conclude it can be said that the applied electric current and gas �ow

adjustment has a marked in�uence on particle size and production rate. The

production rate and particle size increase with the applied electric current and

are thereby controllable, which can be explained by an increase of arc power,

anode region temperature and hence stronger material evaporation. The in-

crease in particle size is the limiting factor, when increasing the production rate

by input power. The gas �ow adjustment allows a direct manipulation of the

residence time in the formation zone and is therefore a key parameter when

producing metal nanoparticles via the transferred arc.
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Figure 4.28: Electrically controlled shot feeder

4.5 Long term process stability including crucible feeding

All investigations in the previous sections have been done with the goal of en-

hancing the synthesis process in terms of production rate and particle properties.

The process development however deals not only with enhancing the quality and

quantity of the product, but has to ensure that the process can be maintained

energy- and cost-e�cient. This requires to keep the system running as long as

possible with the minimal possible number of interruptions and man hours. This

section concentrates on the long term stability of the process, including the de-

velopment of a dedicated crucible feeding mechanism, which �lls the evaporated

amount of metal back into the crucible.

All long term measurements are performed with CD 7. The main limitation

for the long term synthesis is the limited amount of initial feedstock material in

the crucible. The arc extinguishes and hence the synthesis stops, when no more

material is left in the crucible. Therefore fresh material has to be fed, which

can be done through the guiding funnel and hood, which is arranged above

the crucible (Figure 4.11). Di�erent feeding mechanisms have been applied, all

based on the same principle of feeding material into the crucible from the top

using gravity. The �nal design is depicted in �gure 4.28. It is an electrically

controlled feeder. An electric motor drives a cylinder, with a small drill inside.

While the drill is �lled with shots on the reservoir side, it is emptied on the

other side, where shots drop into the crucible.

The feeder is designed to re�ll the crucible with bulk metal with minimal

vacuum leakage. Therefore it is integrated into standard ISO-KF 40 �anges,
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Table 4.4: Evaporation rates of the di�erent metals for di�erent applied electric
currents (Optimal �ow setting)

Current (A) Evaporation rate (g/h)
Zinc Copper Silver Aluminium Steel

5 6.6 - - - -
15 - 6.2 1.6 - 0.008
25 52 - - - -
35 - 16.7 3.4 0.032 0.031
45 161 - - - -
60 - 20.2 7.2 0.120 0.110

which guarantee full vacuum capability at minimal costs. It is also designed to

prevent wedging of feeding material inside the mechanism and therefore can be

used with a variety of forms and shapes of feedstock materials. Typically shots

of the desired metal with sizes of 1-2 mm are used. The center of the feeder is an

aluminium cylinder (1) positioned in the middle of a T-�ange. A hole is drilled

into its side that serves as a bearing for a rotating cylindrical shaft (2) made of

steel. A circular plate with a chamfered hole on its edge (3) is mounted on top

of the main cylinder. The space above it serves as a reservoir for the feedstock

metal (4). The hole is directing the material to the left of the shaft. As it spins,

the material is lifted over the shaft, where its guided to the bottom of the main

cylinder and exits the feeding mechanism to the direction of the crucible. The

size of the chamfered hole can be adjusted by spinning the circular plate and

thereby reduces the mass fed during one impulse.

The mechanism is driven by a 12 V electrical motor (DC geared motor

1:516 IG320516-41C01, Shayang Ye Industrial Co., Taiwan) that is wired via an

electrical vacuum feedthrough to the outside. It runs with a rotation speed of

11.2 rpm. The motor shaft is plugged into a drill at the end of the cylindrical

shaft and secured with a screw. The motor is screwed onto a circular plate,

which can be adjusted similar to an O-ring. Additional holes are drilled into

the plate to enable easy evacuation of the ISO-KF 40 tube that is used as the

motor housing.

By this method, the feed amount is given by the volume of the reservoir and

number of rotations, which is adjusted to the evaporation rate of the material.

To variate the mass �ow fed by the mechanism, the motor's power supply is

regulated by a timer (VM188, Velleman, Belgium). The impulse for feeding and

pausing can be set in a range from 1 s to 60 h. Here, the feeding mechanism is

operated at a constant level according to the evaporation rate, but can also be

controlled by means of a suitable signal proportional to the evaporation rate.

Table 4.4 summarizes the evaporation rates of the di�erent metals at di�er-

ent parameters, after which the feeding mechanism is adjusted. As expected, the

evaporation rate is strongly material- and process-dependent (applied electric
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Figure 4.29: Production rate over time (Optimal conditions)

current). Principally one can conclude that the evaporation rate is approxi-

mately 2 to 10 times higher than the production rate for all metals (compare to

table 4.3), which is due to particle losses at the reactor walls or process lines.

This material can also be collected and used as "Quality B" powder. The evap-

oration rate is the highest for zinc even at lower currents. Its feeding rate needs

therefore to be much higher than the one of copper and silver, respectively. Is

the evaporated amount �lled into the crucible, the OSU is able to produce high

amounts of material over extended time.

The production rate of the di�erent metals over a time span of 4 hours at

di�erent electric currents, determined by gravimetric measurement, is plotted in

�gure 4.29. Each measurement is performed every 30 minutes over an interval of

90 seconds. As can be seen, the production rate maintains constant over the time

span of 4h. The measurement has been stopped after this time as no problems

occur, longer runs are without any problems feasible. BET measurements show

constant values of primary particle sizes over the 4 hour time span, which are

close to the determined values of the short time measurement.

The mean production rates over time di�er from the maximum values deter-

mined in the previous section. The mean production rate of copper over time at

the optimal parameters is with 4 g/h almost 28% below the maximum produc-

tion rate. This might be a consequence of measurement errors including small

variation in gap distances during measurement as feeding is not constantly. In

total however, the frequent feeding of material results in a constant level of

feedstock melt inside the crucible and hence the realization of the long term

running.





Chapter 5

Online and ex-situ determination of

primary particle size in transferred

arc synthesis

The synthesis of metal nanoparticles by means of the OSU is described in the

previous chapter. The OSU allows producing metal nanoparticles of di�erent

particle sizes, forming agglomerates of di�erent extent of aggregation. The par-

ticle properties can be adjusted depending on the desired product or application.

In order to validate the particle properties, it is very important to determine

the particle sizes correctly. Until this point, particle characterization has been

done by commercial characterization methods. The primary particle size has

been determined by o�ine methods, e.g. XRD, BET measurement or electron

microscopy. Although these characterization methods are accurate, they are

o�ine methods and measure therefore nanoparticles synthesized over a longer

period of time. Since the transferred arc synthesis is a more �uctuating syn-

thesis method in comparison to furnace or �ame synthesis, alternating particle

sizes might result from changing process conditions, e.g. due to an increasing

arc gap with time. Such information cannot be delivered by o�ine methods.

Hence, information and online monitoring of primary particle size as well as

the evolution of particles during formation is desirable. In this chapter two

approaches are presented, one measures the primary particle size online at the

end of the process and another one monitors the particle size evolution ex-situ.

Parts of this chapter have been published separately [145].

5.1 Online determination of primary particle size

Online monitoring of the synthesized aerosol is performed classically by means

of a SMPS or ELPI. The SMPS e.g. determines number size distributions

69
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Figure 5.1: Characterization setup

based on the mobility diameter, which closer relate to the agglomerate size than

the primary particle size, especially for high-intensity arc synthesis. Generally,

online methods to determine particle size information are well known [107]. A

large number of studies have been performed on aerosols by SMPS [124], ELPI

[75] and TEOM [134]. A combination of those devices has been used to obtain

detailed information about aerosol characteristics such as mass load, e�ective

density or mass mobility exponent of the agglomerates [13,50,129,130,154,155].

In this section, a fast online characterization system based on parallel SMPS

and ELPI measurement is used. A simple approach is developed to estimate

the e�ective density and thereby the primary particle size, based on an assumed

mass mobility exponent. Afterwards, a direct relation between e�ective density

and mass mobility exponent is suggested on the basis of a comparison with BET

measurements, which gives the opportunity of estimating the primary particle

size directly. Hence, an online aerosol measurement platform is created leading

to a fast, but detailed primary particle size measurement. This is desirable

especially when it comes to scaling up the production process of nanoparticles,

in which slowly changing process conditions can occur.

5.1.1 Experimental setup and procedure of the online mea-

surement technique

Figure 5.1 shows the characterization setup used to determine the aerosols'

attributes. Copper nanoparticles are used for this investigation, which are pro-

duced by the OSU with CD 6. Two aerosol �ows for characterization are ex-

tracted from the product �ow leaving the OSU. One aerosol �ow is used for

�lter deposition and o�ine characterization, the other one for online character-
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ization. For o�ine characterization, particles are deposited on a PTFE �lter

with a pore size of 5 µm. With time, a cake of copper nanoparticles is formed on

the �lter, which is removed mechanically. The collected powder is used for BET

measurements in order to determine the primary particle size of the synthesized

particles o�ine. All BET samples are degassed at 120°C for at least 8 h prior to

the measurement. Afterwards TEM measurements are performed to con�rm the

achieved results. For the online characterization a dilution system (VKL 100,

Palas GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) is required, as the number concentration of

particles in the product �ow is too high for measurements with a CPC and the

electrometers in the ELPI. The dilution with a factor 100 is also necessary to

stop further coagulation in the characterization lines. To dilute the aerosol, a

part of the product �ow is sampled into the dilution system as a result of the

reduced pressure created in an ejector and diluted with the ejector gas. A total

�ow of 10.3 l/min of mixed ejector gas and aerosol is then led to the online

measurement devices.

In order to determine the primary particle size online, the number size dis-

tribution of the aerosol is measured with the SMPS and ELPI in parallel. An

SMPS system is used to measure the aerosol size distribution based on the

equivalent mobility diameter. The ELPI measures the aerosol size distribution

based on the aerodynamic or Stokes diameter (see chapter 3.2.1).

Determination of the primary particle size is done on the basis of the mea-

surement of the e�ective density by parallel size distribution measurements by

ELPI and SMPS [129, 155]. The e�ective density ρe� is the parameter re-

sulting in the same aerodynamic and mobility diameter for agglomerates with

the same Stokes number. The standard analysis software of the ELPI is used,

which already contains an automatic correction for charging probability and

small particle losses [105]. The SMPS data including di�usion correction and

correction of charging probability is added. In order to reach an appropriate �t,

the width of the SMPS distribution columns displaying dNSMPSi/dlog(dm) is

adjusted to the ones of the ELPI dNSMPSi/dlog(ds). For the i-th size channel

i1 : dm > ds1(ρe�) and i2 : dm ≤ ds1(ρe�) follows:

dNSMPSi
d log(ds,i)

=

∑i2
i1
dNSMPS(dm,i)

log(ds2,i(ρe�))− log(ds1,i(ρe�))
(5.1)

with dm being the mobility diameter, ds2 the maximum and ds1 the minimum

Stokes diameter of the i-th ELPI channel.

Next, the e�ective density ρe� (changing the position of the particle size dis-

tribution) and a factor a (adjusting the total number concentration of the ELPI

and SMPS to similar values) is varied until the mean error square between the

Stokes diameter size distribution dNELPI/d log(ds) and the mobility diameter
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Figure 5.2: Example of a size distribution �t of ELPI and SMPS measurement
in order to determine the e�ective density based on the Stokes diameter (10 vol.%
N2, 10 slm, 25A) [145]

size distribution dNSMPS/dlog(ds) is minimized and the ELPI distribution �ts

the one of the adjusted SMPS:

Error =

imax∑
i=1

[(
dNSMPS

d log(ds(ρe�))

)
− a

(
dNELPI(ρe�)

d log(ds(ρe�))

)]2

(5.2)

with 0 < ρe� < ρbulk and 0.2 < a < 1.

Here, the highest possible e�ective density is set to the bulk density. Figure

5.2 shows a resulting size distribution �t. It can be seen that the �t of the two

distributions matches well. An estimation of the primary particle size can then

be done with the determined e�ective density.

The mobility diameter of fractal agglomerates can be calculated as [144]:

dm = dpn
1

Dfm

p (5.3)

dp is the primary particle diameter, np the number of primary particles in the

agglomerate and Dfm the mass mobility exponent.

The agglomerate mass is calculated with:

maggl =
π

6
d3
mρe� = np

π

6
d3
pρb (5.4)
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where maggl is the agglomerate mass. The primary particle size can be deter-

mined on the basis of equation 5.4 with the e�ective density resulting from the

combined ELPI-SMPS �t:

dp = dm

(
ρe�
ρbulk

)
1

3−Dfm (5.5)

This estimation is valid for all np in the free molecular regime and for np <

100 in the continuum regime [144]. Since np > 100 has never been observed

in the present setup for bigger particles, the estimation should be valid in the

present process. The only unknown parameter beside the primary particle size

in equation 5.5 is the mass mobility exponent Dfm, when the e�ective density

is determined. Therefore the primary particle size is determined for di�erent

assumed Dfm and compared with BET measurements in order to determine

Dfm.

5.1.2 Results of the online size determination

As shown in the previous chapter, agglomerates consisting of di�erent primary

particle sizes can be formed by the carrier gas composition of argon and nitrogen

(see chapter 4.3, �gure 4.20). Figure 5.3 shows the e�ective density of copper

agglomerates determined by parallel ELPI and SMPS measurements for di�erent

argon/nitrogen mixtures. The e�ective density does not change signi�cantly

for nitrogen concentrations above 40 vol.%, but decreases strongly for lower

concentrations. Since ρe� is used for the estimation of the number of primary

particles per agglomerate (�gure 5.4) and primary particle size (�gure 5.5), a

signi�cant change over vol.% nitrogen is observable in the estimated values.

Figure 5.4 depicts the predicted number of primary particles in agglomerates

for di�erent assumed mass mobility exponents. A higher value of the mass

mobility exponent leads to more primary particles in the agglomerates for the

same e�ective density. The impact of the assumed mass mobility exponent is

less for higher e�ective densities, as the number of predicted primary particles

per agglomerate di�ers only marginally at high nitrogen concentrations. Dense

agglomerates, in which the primary particles shield each other reducing the

e�ective drag force, have a higher mass mobility exponent. Hence, they are built

of more and smaller primary particles at same e�ective density and mobility.

Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of the estimated primary particle size with

di�erent assumed mass mobility exponents and the experimentally found BET

diameters, which might be taken as an estimation for the mean primary particle

diameter. The primary particle size �ts well for nitrogen concentrations below

10 vol.% and a mass mobility exponent of 2.2. In this range agglomerates with

np > 5 are formed by cluster-cluster agglomeration. A mass mobility exponent

of 2.2 is common for such agglomerates [144]. However, the BET diameter at
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Figure 5.3: Estimated e�ective density by parallel ELPI and SMPS measure-
ments. The agglomerate structure is changed by varying the carrier gas compo-
sition from argon to nitrogen [145]

Figure 5.4: Predicted number of primary particles per agglomerate determined
from the e�ective density for di�erent assumed mass mobility exponents. The
solid lines are a guide to the eye [145]
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of estimated primary particle diameter by SMPS and
ELPI measurement with the experimentally found BET diameter [145]

increased nitrogen concentration �ts much better with the estimated primary

particle sizes with higher values of mass mobility exponents, between 2.6 and

2.7. The arc length and width increases and develops more heat at higher nitro-

gen concentration. Larger and dense agglomerates, with less primary particles

seem to be formed by cluster-particle or particle-particle collisions [167]. Also

sintering is likely. Those agglomerates will have a higher mass mobility expo-

nent.

Figure 5.6 shows an estimation of the mass mobility exponent based on the

e�ective density, when assuming dBET yields the primary particle size. The

mass mobility exponent behaves linearly in two regimes. It stays constant below

a relative density of 0.6. For higher relative densities (> 0.6) the mass mobility

exponent increases (with a gradient of 2.2). At a relative density of 1 the mass

mobility exponent has to be 3 by de�nition. Hence, the mass mobility exponent

can be estimated directly, when knowing the e�ective density of an agglomerate

by:

Dfm =


2.2 for

ρe�
ρbulk

≤ 0.63

2.2
ρe�
ρbulk

+ 0.8 for
ρe�
ρbulk

> 0.63
(5.6)

Since the mass mobility exponent can thus be estimated by the e�ective

density, it does not have to be assumed anymore for the primary particle size

calculation. Equation 5.5 includes then only one unknown constant (ρe�), which

can be determined by the parallel ELPI-SMPS measurement. Therefore, an
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Figure 5.6: Mass mobility exponent estimated by means of the e�ective density.
The data of Kim et al. are shown for di�erent sintering temperatures [31,77,145]

approximate, but fast online method for the estimation of primary particle size

in agglomerates is possible.

As depicted in �gure 5.6, the results found in this work matches well with

the determination of mass mobility exponent (fractal dimension) and e�ective

density by other researchers in di�erent material systems [31, 77]. The data

from Kim et al. are determined at di�erent sintering temperatures leading to

partially sintered agglomerates, which increase the e�ective density. Stronger

sintered agglomerates are known to have a higher mass mobility exponent due

to the compaction and thus a better shielding of the inner particles to the

gas stream. Although not shown in �gure 5.6, there are other publications

con�rming the presented results. Maricq et al. [103], e.g., report mass mobility

exponents in the range 2.2-2.35 for relative densities between 0.1 and 0.5 for

soot particles. Even though not evaluated, the data show a nonlinear behavior

for increased e�ective densities, which might result in higher mass mobility

exponents. Relative densities of 0.2-0.7 and mass mobility exponents of 2.3-3

are found by Virtanen et al. [155] for silver particles. While the results �t well

for small relative densities, there is a strong deviation for increasing relative

densities. Already at a relative density of 0.7, a mass mobility exponent of 3 is

reported, indicating quasi-spherical particles.

In order to further validate the found results TEM measurements are per-

formed. Figure 5.7 shows TEM images of copper particles synthesized at dif-

ferent nitrogen concentrations. It appears that apart from the particles of the

determined size (�gure 5.7 a,b), also some smaller particles (approx. 10 nm) are

created, which stick to the bigger particles. Those bigger particles might shield
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Figure 5.7: TEM images of copper particles synthesized at di�erent nitrogen
concentrations in argon. a) 100 vol.%, b) 60 vol.%, c) 5 vol.% and d) 0 vol.%

the smaller particles so that this agglomerate behaves more like a spherical par-

ticle than agglomerates consisting only of particles with the same size. Particles

formed at lower nitrogen concentrations appear smaller and not that dense (�g-

ure 5.7 c,d). Both observations might con�rm the found e�ective density and

mass mobility exponent.

In order to validate determined particle sizes, particles have been deposited

on a TEM grid by ESP and counted. More than 600 particles have been counted

for determining an accurate size distribution. Figure 5.8 shows a TEM image

and a particle size distribution of copper particles produced with CD 7 in 100

vol.% nitrogen. As depicted, the distribution is rather broad (σg = 1.54). The

obtained geometric mean number-based particle size (dg,n) is 58.9 nm. This

diameter can be transformed to a surface weighted mean diameter for better

comparability, which is closer related to the determined diameters:

d3,2 = 6

∑
Ni

π
6 d

3
pi∑

Niπd2
pi

= 84.7nm (5.7)
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Figure 5.8: TEM image and a particle size distribution of copper particles
(CD7)

Ni is the number of particles in a bin of the histogram distribution and dp,i
is the mean number weighted diameter of the bin (i). The value of 84.7 nm

compares well to the diameter obtained by the presented ELPI/SMPS method

of 89 nm and the BET diameter of 86 nm.

5.2 Thermophoretic proximity sampling

Online and o�ine measurement techniques including the one presented in the

previous section imply a preceding sampling, which refers to particle sampling

beyond the process of formation and growth downstream of the process. Char-

acterization downstream of the process is usually done as information about

the �nal product is of interest. Nevertheless, deeper understanding of primary

particle evolution during arc discharge synthesis close to or inside the formation

zone is desirable.

A possibility to gain further information of the formation and growth evolu-

tion is proximity sampling close to the particle formation zone. Proximity par-

ticle sampling and characterization have mainly been used to characterize soot

or �ame generated particles. Two methods of proximity aerosol characterization

of primary particle sizes are established: thermophoretic sampling [29] and light

induced incandescence (LII) [137]. LII analyzes the enhanced thermal radiation

of laser-heated particles and is applied to determine primary particle sizes in-situ

during the process based on a model [109, 132, 143]. Thermophoretic sampling

uses the phenomena of thermophoresis to deposit particles from a hot aerosol

or �ame on a cold sample surface, usually a TEM grid. An appropriate ther-

mophoretic sampling device has been developed by Dobbins and Megaridis [29]:

A piston that moves an attached TEM grid with high velocity through a hot

aerosol containing �ame-generated soot particles. Their technique found fur-
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ther practice in numerous �ame-generated particle size investigations [5,20,99].

Modi�cations of the original design by Dobbins and Megaridis have been per-

formed in terms of protected TEM grids during insertion [65] and rapid sample

insertion into the �ame by a double-acting pneumatic cylinder [85]. TEM prox-

imity sampling and LII are compared and evaluated by van der Wal et al. [153]

for a �ame synthesis process. They conclude that in principal both methods are

capable to measure particle sizes accurately, but �nd that local �ame tempera-

tures a�ect the cooling rate of the particles and thus the optical signal of LII.

Furthermore, LII is to date only for carbon well developed. This leads to the

assumption that thermophoretic sampling close to the particle formation zone in

arc synthesis is advantageously in comparison to LII. However, thermophoretic

proximity sampling has not been used to sample particles from an arc discharge

synthesis process. To transfer the technique of thermophoretic sampling to arc

discharge synthesis new requirements evolve for technical performance and de-

sign of the device.

In this section, a thermophoretic proximity sampling technique that enables

possibilities to acquire new insights of primary particle formation close to an

arc discharge is used based on the design of Dobbins et al. [29]. The design

has been adopted in order to be able to use it with closed reactors such as

the OSU using vacuum components. The exposure time is claimed to be short

enough for sample insertion into very hot zones such as an arc plasma with-

out signi�cant heating of the grid or even burning. Di�erent TEM samples are

taken by the thermophoretic proximity sampler at various positions around the

arc and hence the particle formation zone. The results are evaluated regarding

sampling success and particle size evolution around the formation zone. Fur-

thermore, the obtained results are compared to online and o�ine measurements

of particles sampled downstream of the process by BET, TEM microscopy and

the previously discussed ELPI/SMPS method.

5.2.1 Experimental setup & method for thermophoretic

proximity sampling

Figure 5.9 shows the experimental setup used to investigate the particle forma-

tion process ex-situ. Copper nanoparticles are used for this investigation, which

are produced by the OSU with CD 7. The thermophoretic sampler (Figure 5.10)

is adapted to the front of the OSU by a reduction piece from ISO-KF-160 to

ISO-KF-40. It has been constructed for inserting TEM grids into the aerosol as

close to the source as possible. It holds compounds of three main elements: a

controlling unit, the pneumatic piston and the sample holder. The controlling

unit consisting of a PLC, pneumatic actuators, power supply and proximity sen-

sors permit to control the sampling procedure. Settable parameters of the PLC
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Figure 5.9: Experimental setup for connecting the proximity sampler to the
OSU

are the sampling time and the fail safe-time. The sampling time is the time

between the incoming signal that the sampler has reached its �nal position and

the signal of retraction. It can be set between 1 and 10000 ms. The fail safe-time

determines the time until the sampler is set back to its initial position, if the

system could not detect the rod reaching the forward position. The controlling

unit operates a pneumatic piston mounted on an ISO-KF-40 �ange, which is

adapted to the reactor chamber. The standard vacuum component ensures the

vacuum tightness of this device, thereby not disturbing the synthesis process.

In order to prevent the piston from turning during movement, the piston rod is

designed as a square type. Atop of the piston rod, an L-shaped sample holder is

adjusted. It allows sample taking at di�erent position than the center at which

the piston rod moves. The sample holder carries the TEM grid by pinching

between two thin steel sheets. The distance from the center position (ls) can be

adjusted by the �xing length of the L-shaped holder. It can also be turned on

the piston so that di�erent angles (αs) between TEM grid and crucible surface

can be realized. The L-shaped holder has one further very important aspect. As

in this study the sampling is done on particles, which are produced by electrical

discharge, one has to ensure that the discharge between the two electrodes is

not interrupted by the sampler. The sampler is connected to the reactor cham-

ber, which is in direct contact with the crucible anode and hence on the same

electrical potential (ground). This means that as soon as the distance between
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Figure 5.10: Thermophoretic sampler

sample holder and tungsten cathode is smaller than cathode and crucible, the

arc jumps to the sample holder. The consequences would range from a burned

TEM grid, to false results or even a damaged sample holder. Therefore the

holder has to be arranged in a way that the distance to the cathode is always

larger than the electrode gap, which can be tested prior to sampling and start

of synthesis.

Once the arc is ignited and a stable production is reached, the sampler is

triggered and a sample taken thermophoretically at the desired position. Ther-

mophoretic sampling uses the phenomenon that particles are experiencing a

force from the hotter side (molecule bombardment) and hence move in the di-

rection of the �cooler� region [40]. In the free molecular regime (Kn >�> 1) the

resulting thermophoretic velocity (xth) to the sample can be calculated by [157]:

xth =
0.55η

ρg
∇T (5.8)

, where ∇T is the thermal gradient. The thermophoretic sampling is hence

independent from the particle diameter. This equation becomes more complex

for the continuum regime including a dependency from the particle diameter

[7]. However, even when assuming a quite low arc temperature of 2000°C a

Knudsen number [166] of roughly 28 indicates that the sampling is done in the

free molecular regime in the present setup and is hence particle size independent.

The taken samples shall therefore be deemed to be representative.

The process has to be stopped afterwards and the TEM grid taken out. The

TEM grids retrieved from the procedures are analyzed by transmission electron

microscopy. TEM grids consisting of a net structure are used. At least 600

particles are counted per sample. The primary particle size distribution of the

sample is determined with help of a digital measurement software. The primary

particles are indicated in the image by the analyzing person using an ellipse tool,

which calculates the area of the ellipse. This allows calculating the primary par-

ticle diameter of each particle leading to a primary particle size distribution and

a geometric mean diameter. The results are compared to determined particle
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Figure 5.11: Picture of the arc and proximity measurement points

sizes measured on- and o�ine at the end of the process. In order to compare the

particle sizes of the individual measurement techniques with each other, they

have to be expressed with the same diameter weighting. Therefore, the surface

weighted diameter is calculated based on the TEM counting with help of the

speci�c surface area (SSA) and equation 5.7.

With this experimental setup, particle sizes and distributions are determined

at seven di�erent positions. Six of those positions are inside the reactor cham-

ber and are investigated by the proximity sampling method. One measurement

point is downstream of the reactor where the on- and o�ine measurement equip-

ment is arranged. Figure 5.11 shows a picture of the arc in the presented setup

for copper at 35 A in nitrogen. The shape of the arc is a combination of electro-

magnetic e�ects and buoyancy. The measurements points are chosen according

to the shape of the arc. Two di�erent distances from the center (ls) are inves-

tigated, namely 1 and 2 cm. At both of these distances the measurement angle

(αs) is arranged between 0°, 45° and 90°. 45° is the angle, at which the sampler

directly hits the arc and probably the main path of particle formation.

5.2.2 Results of thermophoretic proximity sampling

Generally one can say that the thermophoretic sampler delivered TEM samples

at all investigated positions. At a sampling time of 1 ms the particle deposition

on the TEM grid is found su�cient for collecting agglomerate, as well as pri-

mary particle information. Increased sampling times (5 ms) show a rather high

number of particles on the TEM grid, so that agglomeration might appear on

the TEM grid after deposition. At even higher sampling times (>10 ms) the

TEM grid starts to get damaged. Therefore, the following results are all based

on a sampling time of 1 ms.
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Figure 5.12: TEM image of an exemplary agglomerate and the size distribution
determined at an measurement angle αs = 90° for ls = 1 cm (A) and ls = 2
cm (B)

Figure 5.12 depicts a TEM image of an agglomerate and the size distribution

determined at an measurement angle αs = 90° for ls = 1 cm (A) and ls = 2 cm

(B). Both distributions are rather broad (σg ∼ 1.7 ), which is common for arc

discharge synthesis [101]. However, the geometric mean number-based particle

size at the measurement distance of 1 cm is with 44.8 nm approximately 15

nm smaller as it is at the sampling distance of 2 cm (59.6 nm). Although the

particle size of 44.8 nm is rather large at the distance of 1 cm, it appears that

the growth of primary particles is still not completed at that position. The e�ect

of di�erent particle sizes due to the measurement distance is almost negligible

at a measurement angle αs = 0°. Here, particle sizes of 52.4 nm for ls = 1 cm

and 54.2 nm for ls = 2 cm are found. At that angle almost no di�erence is

found, whether the particles size is determined 1 or 2 cm away from the center

position, which might be a result of the arc shape. It appears that no particle

formation takes place in this direction.
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Figure 5.13: Exemplary TEM image and size distribution determined at a
measurement angleαs = 45° for ls = 1 cm (A) and ls = 2 cm (B)

This assumption is con�rmed, when inspecting the result of the proximity

measurement at a measurement angle of 45°, which is depicted in Figure 5.13. At

a measurement distance of 1 cm the TEM images obtain a signi�cantly increased

particle loading on the TEM grid. It appears that almost no agglomeration

appeared as mostly single particles are depicted. Some agglomerates are present,

however due to the signi�cant number of particles on the TEM grid it is possible

that those agglomerates have formed on the grid and not in the gas phase. The

particle size ranges between 8 and 88 nm leading to a geometric mean particle

size of 29.7 nm, which is much smaller than all other samples. The distribution

is with σg = 1.52 more narrow. It seems as if this sample has been exposed

to a region with a high concentration of singular particles. Looking at the

shape of the arc depicted in �gure 5.11, this point of measurement is most

likely the position closest to the arc. Higher temperatures resulting from the

proximity to the arc at that position lead to a signi�cantly decreased coalescence

time in comparison to the collision time, which favors the formation of single
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a) b)

Figure 5.14: Geometric mean primary particle size (dp,g) (a) and geometric
standard deviation σp,g (b) depending on sampling distance ls and angle αs for
the proximity sampler

spherical particles as depicted in the TEM image [82, 136]. It seems that this

measurement point sampled particles during growth, without harming the TEM

grid. No damages to the TEM grid are found. At a measurement distance of

2 cm the TEM image and distribution looks similar to the ones of the other

measurement points. The TEM coverage is smaller and single agglomerates

consisting of multiple particles are visible. The geometric mean particle size

is with 48 nm considerably bigger than at the 1 cm measurement position at

the same angle. Nevertheless, it is the smallest diameter in comparison to the

measurement points at the same distance (2 cm) but di�erent angles (0-90°),

which again is reasoned by the shape of the arc.

Figure 5.14 shows the previously discussed results of particle size and ge-

ometric standard deviation (gsd) in relation to each other. The position of

sampling has a signi�cant in�uence on the particle size as well as the gsd. Prin-

cipally it can be concluded that sampling closer to the arc leads to smaller

particle sizes. Close to the particle formation zone, where the residence time

of formed particles is short and the temperature high, growth mechanisms of

condensation surface growth and coalescence are favored. The sampled parti-

cles are mostly small and singular. For an increasing distance to the arc, the

residence time of formed particles is longer and thus the primary particles are

grown further. At larger distances mostly agglomerates are formed, also due to

the increased residence time. The distance from the arc however is not equal to

the measurement distance ls, as the measurement angle and hence the shape of

the arc is crucial as well.

Figure 5.15 compares the primary particle sizes determined by the proximity

sampler to the particle sizes determined by the ex-situ methods. In order to

compare the results, all diameters are given as surface weighted diameter dp3,2.

By achieving primary particles of 41.9 nm to 77.5 nm at a sampling distance of
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Figure 5.15: Primary particle size depending on sampling distance (*Results
obtained by thermophoretic proximity sampler)

1 cm, it can be concluded that particles have been successfully sampled during

primary particle growth. Smaller sampling distances to the arc are desirable

in order to monitor the growth of particles. However, as the electrode distance

is roughly 7 mm, closer collection points are di�cult to achieve and take the

risk of damaging the TEM grid or sampler. At a sampling distance of 2 cm,

the particle sizes are almost in the same range as they are for the online/o�ine

methods, leading to the assumption that proximity sampling has been performed

late in terms of primary particle size evolution. The primary particle sizes

determined by o�ine TEM and BET measurement go quite well along with the

determination by combined online ELPI/SMPS measurement. TEM analysis

leads to a primary particle size of 84.7 nm, BET measurement to 86 nm and

combined ELPI/SMPS measurement to 87.5 nm at the end of the process. At a

distance of 2 cm, surface weighted diameters between 75.4 nm and 84 nm have

been measured. The growth of primary particles is therefore already concluded

2 cm distant from the arc.



Chapter 6

Online determination of sintering

parameters for metal nanoparticles

and their application in a simple

model for particle size estimation

The scope of this chapter is to present a model, which describes the formation

of particles by the present transferred arc process. The model applies the data

obtained along �uid streamlines from CFD simulations of the OSU setup. An

important aspect of nanoparticle formation, especially the evolution of primary

particle size, is the sintering of particles. To describe sintering accurately and

hence the formation of particles by the model, material dependent sintering

parameters are required, which are determined experimentally in the �rst section

of this chapter. Afterwards, the model is described.

6.1 Determination of sintering parameters

Sintering is a fundamental process in nanoparticle formation. It describes the

densi�cation of primary particles in agglomerates driven by the reduction of

surface curvature and energy [45, 87]. Sintering is an irreversible process, in

which coalescence and rearrangement of primary particles form an agglomerate

even up to a compact sphere [117]. It is not a melting phenomenon. It takes

place during nanoparticle formation processes, when e.g. aggregates are formed

(neck formation between two collided particles). Sintering is also applied to

change the morphology of synthesized nanoparticles and agglomerates. There

are various di�usion mechanisms, which lead to the densi�cation (sintering) of

an agglomerate [125]. These mechanism are mathematically expressed in several

equations to describe the sintering behavior [45]. Usually, there are at least two

87
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unknown material dependent parameters in these equations, namely the activa-

tion energy Ea and a sintering kinetic constant c. This chapter concentrates on

determining those two parameters for metal nanoparticles used in this work in

order describe their formation process.

Sintering parameters for various metals are investigated. The change in the

mobility diameter of nanoparticles (Ag, Al, Cu, Zn), produced by transferred

arc synthesis, is measured using a tandem-DMA setup. The gained data is

analyzed to obtain the sintering parameters. Three di�usion mechanisms that

cause coalescence of nanoparticles are studied, namely: grain boundary di�u-

sion, volume di�usion and surface di�usion. Sintering due to rearrangement is

not part of this investigation.

6.1.1 Sintering parameters

The sintering parameters are determined by a �tting procedure, which bases

on the work of Koch and Friedlander [82]. Sintering is described there as a

phenomenon of surface area reduction:

da
dt

= − 1

τs

(
a− af

)
(6.1)

where da is the change of surface area during the time dt, af is the surface area

of the agglomerate after complete sintering and τs is the characteristic sintering

time. The sintering time is strongly temperature dependent, but it also depends

on the primary particle diameter dp and the applied di�usion mechanism [45,81].

For grain boundary and surface di�usion the dependency is given in equation

6.2 and for volume di�usion in equation 6.3 [18,19,23]:

τs,GB,SD = C(T )d4
p (6.2)

τs,VD = C(T )d3
p (6.3)

with C(T ) being the temperature depending constant

C(T ) =
c · T

exp (−Ea/RT )
= c · T · exp (Ea/RT ) (6.4)

that contains the temperature T , the gas constant R and the sintering param-

eters c and Ea. These sintering parameters are determined in this chapter. Ea
is the activation energy that has to be overcome to start the sintering process. c

is a pre-exponential parameter that contains di�erent material dependent con-

stants.
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Figure 6.1: Experimental setup to determine sintering parameters

6.1.2 Experimental procedure & model to determine sin-

tering parameters

Figure 6.1 depicts the experimental setup used to determine the sintering pa-

rameters. The sintering procedure is investigated by a tandem-DMA setup [73].

The OSU with CD 6 is used to produce nanoparticles of di�erent materials (Ag,

Cu, Zn, Al). As some of these materials have a strong tendency to oxidize, the

complete setup up to the connection to the SMPS applies vacuum components,

including a vacuum-tight radial DMA [133]. An oxidization of the particles

before entering the sintering furnace would lead to a changed material system,

which should be avoided. The particles are classi�ed in a �rst DMA and led

into the sintering furnace (Carbolite TZF 12/75-700, Carbolite Limited, Hope

Valley, United Kingdom). Di�erent temperatures are applied in the sintering

furnace to reach di�erent extents of sintering. The temperature is successively

increased. After the sintering process, the aerosol �ows into a SMPS for a mea-

surement of the mean mobility diameter (second DMA, TSI 3081). By this

way, a shift of the mobility size, depending on the temperature can be observed,

which expresses the sintering procedure.

For each material, several initial mobility (agglomerate) diameters are se-

lected with the �rst DMA and a number based size distribution is measured af-

ter sintering at di�erent temperatures with the SMPS. The change in the modal

value of the mobility diameters is observed and used to obtain the temperature

dependent mobility diameters for 4 or 5 di�erent initial mobility diameters (Fig-

ure 6.2). In most cases the temperature is increased close to the melting point

of the bulk material, even if the sintering process is completed at lower temper-

atures. This is done to obtain every part of the sintering curve, including the

point of complete coalescence.

As described in chapter 3.2.3.3, the SMPS measures an electrical mobility

diameter. Therefore equation 6.1 is transposed from the change of surface over

time (dadt ) into the change of the primary particle diameter over time (
ddp
dt ).
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6.2: Temperature dependent mobility diameter for a) silver b) alu-
minum c) copper and d) zinc nanoparticles for di�erent initial mobility diame-
ters.

With the assumption of constant volume and the knowledge of the �nal fully

sintered particle (dm,f)

Vp =
π

6
d3
m,f =

π

6
np·d

3
p (6.5)

one can derive for the number of primary particles in an agglomerate:

np =

(
dm,f
dp

)3

and for the agglomerate surface area:

a = npπd
2
p =

πd3
m,f
dp

and hence:

da
ddp

=
−πd3

m,f
d2
p

(6.6)

Applied to equation 6.1 follows:
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da
dt
· ddp
ddp

= − 1

τs

(
a− af

)
ddp
dt
·
−πd3

m,f
d2
p

= − 1

τs

(
πd3

m,f
dp

− πd2
m,f

)

ddp
dt

=
1

τs
d2
p

(
1

dp
− 1

dm,f

)
(6.7)

The derivation above is valid for grain boundary, surface and volume di�u-

sion, but it is not possible to di�erentiate between grain boundary and surface

di�usion, because both share the same dependency on the primary particle di-

ameter in the sintering time τs (equation 6.2) [23]. The sintering parameters

obtained by �tting to the experimental data are valid for both di�usion mech-

anisms, although di�erent material constants appear. For volume di�usion the

corresponding sintering time equation 6.3 is used.

By using equation 5.3 from the previous chapter and the assumption of a

constant volume (equation 6.5) during sintering, the primary particle size dp of

particles in an agglomerate with the mobility size dm can be calculated by:

dp = (
d3
m,�nal

d
Dfm

m
)

1
3−Dfm (6.8)

The sintering pro�le obtained by the tandem DMA setup is used to derive

the primary particle diameter using equation 6.8. dp can also be calculated

by numerically integrating equation 6.7 given the sintering parameters. Mini-

mizing the error function between these two diameters by varying the sintering

parameters c and Ea delivers both values experimentally. This procedure has

been repeated for several initial mobility sizes.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the mass mobility exponent Dfm has

a signi�cant in�uence on the estimated primary particle size. For the presented

�tting procedure a mass mobility exponent of 2.2 is assumed for all agglomerates,

although the study in the previous chapter has shown that even higher mass

mobility exponents may appear in transferred arc synthesis. The �xed mass

mobility exponent is a limitation of this model, which might be solved in a

future work by expressing the mass mobility exponent as a function of np.

6.1.3 Experimentally obtained sintering parameters of metal

nanoparticles

An overview of the obtained sintering curves is depicted in �gure 6.2. The initial

mobility diameters of silver (a) at the start of the sintering process ranged from

40 to 150 nm. The compaction due to sintering extends over a rather long
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range of temperature. The compaction starts at about 500 K and is completed at

about 1000 K. The starting mobility diameter of aluminium ranged from 40 to 90

nm. The compaction of aluminium (b) begins at about 700 K and is �nished at

about 900 K. The starting diameters of the copper particles range from 80 to 400

nm, as primary particle sizes of about 80 nm have been measured in the synthesis

experiments described in chapter 4. The copper nanoparticles begin to compact

at about 600 K. Sintering is completed at about 800 K. The cause for the short

compaction range and the smaller di�erence between initial and �nal particles

is considered to be the rather big size of the primary particles. The sintering

curve of the 400 nm particles appears di�erent than the others, which might

indicate a di�erent sort of agglomeration at that size. The average diameter of

primary particles of zinc (d) is rather high, too. The compaction of zinc begins

at about 750 K and �nishes at about 850 K. The point of total compaction is

not easy to �nd, as the decrease in diameter is hardly noticeable. A further

increase of the temperature is not depicted here, as starting evaporation leads

to signi�cant changes in the mobility diameter.

Figure 6.3 shows the best-�tted curves (grain boundary and volume di�u-

sion) for each metal. Figure 6.3 a) depicts the sintering curve and the primary

particle diameter of silver that started sintering with a mobility diameter of 100

nm. The di�erence between the models of grain boundary / surface and volume

di�usion is barely noticeable. Near the end of the sintering curve, at which the

number of primary particles in the agglomerate becomes one, the grain bound-

ary/surface di�usion model seems to overestimate the values of the primary

particle diameter more than the model of volume di�usion, but only marginally.

The �tting procedure for silver works �ne as long as the classi�ed starting mo-

bility size is above the primary particle size of 27 nm. For aluminium (b) the

measurement shows a good agreement between model and measurement. The

primary particle size has been estimated to approximately 10 nm. For copper (c)

a comparison of the model for grain boundary and volume di�usion is shown for

a starting diameter of 210 nm. In general, the di�erences in the �tting results

between grain boundary / surface and volume di�usion are only minor. The

larger primary particle sizes of copper and zinc (d) however require a careful

evaluation of measurement data obtained at critical particle sizes. The model

shows deviations at a mobility size of 200 nm for zinc, since the agglomerates

seem to consist of only 1.5 primary particles.

Table 6.1 summarizes the obtained sintering parameters for every material

examined in this work. In addition, the model is applied to experimental data

of Nakaso et al. for gold [117]. The results are also displayed in table 6.1. It

appears that regardless of the di�usion mechanism and material, the activation

energy Ea is in a range from 90 kJ/mol to 300 kJ/mol. The di�erence in the

activation energy is small in comparison to the pre-exponential parameter c, so
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Figure 6.3: Sintering procedure for c) copper and d) zinc nanoparticles for
selected sizes
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Table 6.1: Sintering parameters obtained by the presented procedure

Material
Grain boundary /Surface Di�usion Volume Di�usion
cGB,SD EGB,SD cVD EVD
(s/m4K) (J/mol) (s/m3K) (J/mol)

Ag 2.31 · 1019 1.11 · 105 1.67 · 1013 9.20 · 104

Cu 2.76 · 1016 1.33 · 105 1.58 · 1011 1.08 · 105

Al 9.52 · 1010 2.78 · 105 5.45 · 106 2.21 · 105

Zn 1.52 · 105 3.10 · 105 4.83 · 106 1.72 · 105

Au 3.11 · 1023 1.06 · 105 2.58 · 1016 8.32 · 104

that the existence of a general activation energy for sintering seems reasonable.

The stable value of activation energy might also be caused by the �tting pro-

cedure. Both sintering parameters are alternated in order to �nd the minimum

error. However, the �tting routine can not distinguish between a local or abso-

lute minimum and small changes in the activation energy lead to big changes in

the temperature constants.

Comparing the activation energy Ea obtained by this work for metal parti-

cles to literature data for bulk metals (table 6.2) [45], one can conclude that the

values are generally in a good agreement. For grain boundary and surface di�u-

sion, the activation energy of copper, silver and gold of the nano-sized particles

are between the literature values of those two di�usion mechanisms for the ac-

cording bulk metal. As the model of this work cannot distinguish between these

two mechanisms, values in between seem to be reasonable. The estimated acti-

vation energies for surface and grain boundary di�usion of aluminium and zinc

particles are larger than the bulk metals activation energy. Both metals have

a higher tendency towards oxidization than the other ones, so small amounts

of oxygen inside the system might lead to particle contamination. An oxide

layer would increase the activation energy for sintering signi�cantly [139]. For

volume di�usion, the values determined for nanoparticles are smaller than for

the bulk material, with the exception of zinc and aluminium, which again might

be reasoned by an oxygen contamination. The activation energy for volume

di�usion is generally smaller than the bulk values. This can be explained by the

di�erence of curvature of the bulk and nanoparticle body [45].

Comparing the determined pre-exponential factors c of the di�erent metals,

aluminium and zinc have the lowest pre-exponential parameter for both di�usion

mechanisms, while gold has the highest. The value can be compared to the

atomic volume of the material, as gold has the highest and aluminium the lowest

atomic volume. The size e�ect of atomic volume on the di�usion mechanism

during sintering is described in the literature [45,141]. When arranged in order,

there is also a congruence between the parameter and the metals densities found.
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Table 6.2: Comparison of the activation energy for sintering of bulk [45] and
particle (this work) metal

Material
Grain boundary ; Surface Di�usion Volume Di�usion
bulk [45] nano (This work) bulk [45] nano (This work)
(kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol)

Ag 90; 266 110.55 185 91.956
Cu 107; 205 132.59 213 108.29
Al 60; 142 277.81 142 221.01
Zn 60; 27 310.42 94 171.94
Au 110; 234 105.80 172 83.157

This is shown in �gure 6.4. The density of a material impacts e.g. its heat

capacity. The lower the heat capacity of a material, the lower is the amount of

energy that has to be imparted to the material to heat it up. For sintering, the

heat is needed to start the di�usion process.

The explanation above does not �t for zinc, as the pre-exponential parameter

does not behave according to the ones of the other metals. Zinc crystallizes

in a hexagonal crystal system. Also the grain sizes of zinc are much bigger

than the ones of the other metals. Both attributes are known to e�ect the

sintering behavior strongly and may hence explain the much lower value of the

pre-exponential parameter [35,73].

Figure 6.4: In�uence of material density on pre-exponential sintering param-
eter c for volume and surface/grain boundary di�usion
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6.2 A simple model for particle size estimation

A simple model to predict the particle size of the particles produced in the arc

and describe the formation process is developed. It bases on CFD data made

accessible by the University of Tampere, which describes the temperature, metal

vapor concentration, and position for 65 pathlines in a concrete model of the

OSU. In the following, the results of the model is shown for four of the 65

pathlines.

6.2.1 Nucleation

From the CFD data the temperature pro�le and the copper vapor concentra-

tion is used to estimate the particle growth inside the OSU chamber, based on

classical nucleation, coagulation and sintering theory [40,87]. For sintering, the

sintering parameters of copper determined in the previous section are used.

Is the temperature T , the saturation vapor pressure ps and the copper

monomer concentration n1 in a system known, the saturation S of the cop-

per vapor can be calculated by:

S =
p1

ps
=
n1kT

ps
(6.9)

n1 is the copper monomer concentration and p1 the partial pressure of copper.

The saturation S changes therefore upon a change in temperature T and es-

pecially a change in the copper monomer concentration n1 due to nucleation,

which can be expressed as:
dn1

dt
= −niI (6.10)

, where ni is the number of atoms in a formed nucleus and I the nucleation rate

of particles/ nuclei.

Figure 6.5 shows the temperature pro�le of 4 pathlines from the given CFD

data. Drastic di�erences between the temperature pro�les are visible, which can

be explained by the spatial and stochastic di�erences of the streampaths, which

also show some degree of turbulence. Some tend to circle around the crucible

respectively the hot area and do not cool down so that no saturation appears

up to 3 seconds. Other streams reach the saturation point at di�erent times

due to a stronger cooling rate. The saturation calculated on basis of these 4

temperature pro�les and an according copper monomer concentration is given

in �gure 6.6. Depending on the monomer concentration and the temperature

pro�le the saturation changes, most often leading to a supersaturation, which

means that S > 1. The nucleation starts at that point, which is indicated by a
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Figure 6.5: Temperature of 4 streamlines of the underlying CFD-model

Figure 6.6: Saturation calculated for the 4 temperature pro�les of �gure 6.5
and related copper monomer concentration
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Figure 6.7: Nucleation rate for the three supersaturated pathlines from �gure
6.6

Figure 6.8: Initial primary particle diameter and number concentration ob-
tained from the nucleation model for all obtained streamlines
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black line in the �gure. As depicted only 3 of the 4 shown streamline pro�les lead

to a supersaturation. In one case (dash-dotted line) the temperature does not

decrease that signi�cantly so that the vapor is supersaturated, which means that

in that case no nucleation appears. The nucleation rate on these streamlines

is shown in �gure 6.7. Only the three supersaturated streamlines lead to a

nucleation rate. The nucleation rates of the 3 streamlines are almost the same,

as well as the supersaturation has been, due to similar monomer concentrations

and temperatures. The particle concentration N formed by nucleation can be

calculated by integrating over the nucleation rate:

N =

ˆ t

t0

Idt (6.11)

The initial number concentration N of the formed particles is depicted in

�gure 6.8 for all pathlines. Here, it is shown over the primary particle diameter,

which is actually the critical nucleus diameter d∗n (see chapter 3.1.1). The

nucleus diameter of the primary particles varies over three magnitudes, which

is reasonable as the d∗n reacts quite sensitive on di�erences in temperature and

saturation. The number concentrations lead to realistic values. These diameters

and number concentrations are used as input to a coagulation and sintering

model on basis of the temperature pro�le.

6.2.2 Coagulation and Sintering

The coagulation and sintering model for particle size estimation bases on the

model of Kruis et al. [87] extended by the determined sintering parameters. The

evolution of particle size dp and number of primary particles per agglomerate np
is estimated by the ratio of surface a and volume va of the formed agglomerates:

dp =
6va
a

(6.12)

np =
va
vp

(6.13)

vp is the volume of the primary particle. The volume of the agglomerate va
does only change due to coagulation:

dva
dt

= − 1

N

dN
dt

va (6.14)

with

dN
dt

= −β
2
N2 (6.15)

N is the number concentration of particles (or agglomerates) and β the collision

frequency between the particles (or agglomerates), which is also a function of
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Figure 6.9: Exemplary number concentrations over time

va (see chapter 3). The surface area of an agglomerate a increases due to

coagulation, but decreases due to sintering [82].

da
dt

= − 1

N

dN
dt

a− 1

τs
(a− af) (6.16)

τs is the characteristic sintering time, which is calculated on basis of the sintering

parameters described in the previous section. af is the surface of a spherically

sintered agglomerate and can be calculated with help of the primary particle

surface area a0 and volume v0 by:

af = (
va
v0

)
2
3 a0 (6.17)

Figure 6.9 shows the number concentration of particles/ agglomerates over

time for four exemplary pathlines. As expected, the number concentration de-

creases due to coagulation for all pathlines. Independent of the starting number

concentration, the number concentration reaches the same order of magnitude

(1013 m−3), which is a common number concentration for production aerosols.

Figure 6.10 a) shows the evolution of primary particle size resulting from the

model. As depicted, the particle size increases over time for all pathlines due to

coagulation and sintering. Smaller particles tend to increase their size stronger,

as coagulation and sintering is more rapid for smaller particle sizes. Of course

also the temperature pro�le and residence time of each pathline impacts the

particle size. The strong increase in particle size corresponds with the particle

sizes determined by the thermophoretic sampler in the previous chapter. Parti-
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a)

b)

Figure 6.10: Exemplary primary particle size a) and number of primary par-
ticles per agglomerate b) during coagulation and sintering for the exemplary
curves of �gure 6.9
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cle sizes in the range from 8 to 60 nm result from the model, which is lower than

the actual measured particle sizes for the given parameters (700 W, nitrogen,

CD7, Q1= 40 l/min, Q2 =3 l/min). The experimentally determined mean pri-

mary particle size is 83 nm. The error resulting from the model might be based

on a too low temperature in comparison to the real conditions. An increased

temperature favors sintering and thus the formation of bigger particles. Figure

6.10 b) shows the number of primary particles per agglomerate. The number of

particles per agglomerate di�ers strongly for the di�erent pathlines, depending

on the coagulation and sintering rate and hence on the primary particle size.

The model seems to overestimate the number of particles per agglomerate, which

is again a result of temperatures. A higher temperature promotes sintering and

therefore a lower degree of agglomeration.

Apart from the too low absolute values of mean primary particle size, the

model seems to describe the formation of particles in a transferred arc in a qual-

itative manner su�ciently, undergoing simultaneous coagulation and sintering

with the determined sintering parameters. Especially the in�uence of number

concentration (evaporation rate) and temperature pro�le (applied arc power,

gas �ow) on the particles can be described by the model.





Chapter 7

Nanoparticle synthesis by multiple

transferred arcs (mOSU)

The main goal of this thesis is to develop a production facility that is suitable

of producing metal nanoparticles in larger amounts. The previous chapters

describe the development and characterization of the OSU (one electrode pair)

and its production attributes. It is shown in chapter 4.3 that the production

rate of the OSU depends mostly on the size of the primary particles, which can

be controlled amongst others by the carrier gas composition and the applied

electric current. Nitrogen is found to be by far the most economic carrier gas

in non-nitride forming systems. This leaves the electric current as a controlling

parameter. A higher electric current leads to bigger particles and thereby to an

increased production rate. The maximum primary particle size is by de�nition

100 nm. Hence, for one electrode pair the maximum production rate is limited.
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Figure 7.1: Cut-through schematic of the mOSU with crucible setup 7

In order to reach higher production rates of nanoparticles, the approach

in this thesis is to multiply the number of electrode pairs and thereby multiply

(scale-up) the total production rate. This setup is called multiple Optimal Single

Unit (mOSU). The basic idea is to increase the production rate by increasing the

number of electric arcs (not the power of one arc), keeping the infrastructure of

the setup almost the same, meaning that there is still only one reactor housing,

one gas supply, one �ltration unit, etc. required. Table 7.1 lists the parts,

which can and cannot be scaled up. An essential advantage of the scale-up by

parallelization is that most of the process optimization and testing is done on

the lab-scale version (OSU), before it is applied to the production facility, with

the expected outcome in terms of production quality of the mOSU, being the

same as from a single OSU. Based on practical issues such as ease of handling

and cleaning, the mOSU is designed containing 8 electrode pairs (Figure 7.1).

Some parts of course have to be adapted to the unit multiply due to technical

or safety issues, as e.g. each electrode pair needs its own power supply.

The production facility for metal nanoparticles built for this thesis consists

of two mOSUs, a �lter unit and a gas reconditioning and recirculating system.

This chapter describes the development, setup and synthesis of the scaled-up

production facility. A German patent has been �led containing some of the

following parts (see appendix D).
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Table 7.1: Scalable and not scalable parts of the production facility

Scalable parts Not scalable parts

Vacuum pump Power supply
Roots pump (Gas supply) Electric connections

Reactor housing Electrodes
Piping Feeder

Monitoring devices
Process cooling
Filtration unit

7.1 Setup of the pilot plant for nanoparticle production

In this section the di�erent parts of the production facility containing two mO-

SUs is described. Principally it can be divided in three parts, the synthesis of

particles by the mOSUs, the collection of the produced particles inside a �lter

unit and the gas supply and reconditioning (Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.3 shows a process schematic of the pilot plant containing two mO-

SUs. A key factor of this process is the recirculation of carrier gas by a roots

pump (recirculating pump 1). The process can hence be described as a closed

loop. It can be evacuated before synthesis by a vacuum pump (2). To prevent

the system from overheating the recirculated carrier gas is cooled before enter-

ing the roots pump by a gas cooling unit. The circulated amount of carrier gas

is measured by di�erential pressure monitoring over a 40 mm ori�ce, before it

enters the mOSU's by a gas distribution system. Two distributors divide the

carrier gas �ow equally on each of the 16 electrode pairs inside the two mO-

SUs. Particles are formed in the mOSUs and carried away by the carrier gas

out of the mOSUs through the product �ow joiner. The product �ows of the

mOSUs combine and enter a �lter unit for particle deposition. Two �lters are

attached to the mOSU setup, so that the synthesis can be kept running when

Figure 7.2: Graphic of the mOSU production facility
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one of the �lters is loaded. Particle deposition is then happening in the second

�lter. Two cleaning mechanisms are applied to each �lter, a dry pulsed cleaning

(valves R1-R10) and a wet cleaning (valves B1-B5) mechanism. Prior to clean-

ing the deposited particles can be passivated by a controlled addition of oxygen

(synthetic air) into the setup (S1-S3). The collection of material takes place

without additional valves in a plastic bag inside bag housing, which is held on

the same pressure as the chamber. The �lter outlet is again connected to the

gas recirculation setup, where the closed loop begins again.

Figure 7.4 shows a picture and a model of the production facility. In the

following sections, the major parts of the setup are described in detail.

7.1.1 Gas supply & reconditioning

As concluded in chapter 4.3, for non-nitride forming metals nitrogen appears

to be by far the most e�cient carrier gas. The material selected for the opera-

tional testing of the pilot plant containing two mOSU units is copper. Therefore

a nitrogen supply has been adapted to the setup. Nevertheless, other gas com-

positions such as e.g. argon can be applied easily. In order to prevent oxygen

contamination, the process is evacuated prior to synthesis and re�lled with the

carrier gas twice. To that end a vacuum pump (2) (Trivac D65B,Oerlikon Ley-

bold Vacuum GmbH, Cologne, Germany) in connection with a roots pump (1)

(Ruvac WA 501, Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum GmbH) is used to evacuate the

setup to a pressure of 1 mbar. Afterwards the system is �lled with the carrier

gas (puri�ed nitrogen from the house supply) to atmospheric pressure, which is

the working pressure. During synthesis, the roots pump is used to recirculate

the carrier gas in the closed loop of mOSU and �lter. To prevent the system

from overheating, the gas is cooled in front of the roots pump by a gas cooling

unit. The recirculating amount of gas can be adjusted by a valve (G12) attached

to a roots pump-by-pass. From valve R5 or G13, a small portion of the product

�ow can be sampled from the process. This requires however the same amount

of gas to be added (via G1,G5 or G6).

The total gas �ow entering the mOSU units is measured by a di�erential

pressure transducer, which measures the di�erential pressure over an ori�ce (40

mm). Figure 7.5 depicts the di�erential pressure over the ori�ce in dependence

of the carrier gas �ow rate, in open and closed circuit mode. The di�erential

pressure increases exponentially with the applied gas �ow, which makes the

carrier gas �ow easily adjustable in the desired �ow range of approximately 50

l/min per electrode pair.

The gas �ow enters the mOSU units by using a gas distribution system,

which ensures the equal distribution of gas to each electrode pair in the mOSU

units. Principally it is separated for one mOSU in three distributors of which

two are equal. These two carrier gas distributors (�gure 7.6a) are made of a
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of the pilot plant, with G1-16 valves for standard op-
eration, R1-11 valves for emergency, dry cleaning or measurement, B1-5 valves
for wet cleaning and S1-3 valves for passivation
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Figure 7.4: Model (left) and picture of the production facility (right)

chamber with an ISO-KF-40 inlet on the one side and four ISO-KF-16 ports at

the other side, which are directly connected to the gas inlets at the bottom of

each electrode pair. The carrier gas distributors are responsible for the main

axial gas �ow (Q1). The third and smaller cathode �ow distributor (�gure

7.6b) is made of a chamber with an ISO-KF-40 inlet on the one side and eight

Swagelok (6mm) outlets on the other side, which are connected to the gas inlets

at the cathode ISO-KF-40 T-piece. Here, the smaller cross gas �ow (Q2), which

can be adjusted by valve (G14 and G15) is applied. Both kind of distributors

base on the same principal, which is an even distribution of gas due to a sudden

increase pressure drop due to a diameter constriction.

Figure 7.6 shows a CFD simulation of the gas velocity through the carrier

gas distributor (axial �ow (Q1), �gure 7.6a) and the cathode �ow distributor

(cross �ow (Q2), �gure 7.6b) (performed with Solid Works Flow Simulation). It

shows that the total gas �ow is distributed equally to the eight electrode pairs by

both distributors, which is con�rmed by the calculated values for each electrode

pair. The mean gas �ow through the carrier gas distributor is with 40.18 l/min

(standard deviation of 1.13 l/min) and 3.04 l/min (standard deviation of 0.21

l/min) for the cathode �ow distributor in a good range (Total �ow 320 l/min

for 8 electrode pairs). The pressure drop over the cathode �ow distributor is

calculated to be 0.8 mbar at a total �ow of 24.3 l/min and 3.7 mbar at a total

�ow of 321.4 l/min for the two carrier gas distributors. Hence, the gas is evenly

distributed with still acceptable pressure drops to each electrode pair, where the

particle formation process takes place.
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Figure 7.5: Di�erential pressure in dependence of the carrier gas �ow for two
di�erent operational modes

7.1.2 multiple Optimal Single Unit (mOSU) for nanopar-

ticle synthesis

The mOSU is the heart of the production facility. In the mOSU the production

of nanoparticles takes place due to the eightfold parallel evaporation of the metal

anode inside the crucible. The technical drawing of the mOSU housing is shown

in the appendix (B.5). It is based on the proven OSU design with a water-

cooled double walled DN ISO-K 160 chamber and six KF 40 ports arranged

circumferentially, eight times in row with a core-to-core distance of 90 mm. The

arrangement inside the chamber is similar to the one of the latest OSU (chapter

4.2 , �gure 4.11), but 8 times in a row. Eight transferred arcs can be ignited in

one chamber between the electrode pairs. There is no separating wall between

the electrode pairs, but each electrode pair has its own gas inlet and outlet,

power supply, electrode feeder, etc. It is basically the same process as in the

OSU, but here eight times in one housing. Figure 7.7 shows an image of the

inner mOSU setup with the latest crucible design 7. It shows eight tungsten rod

cathodes entering the chamber from the left, the graphite crucible anodes �lled

with copper shots and the graphite hoods through which the produced aerosol

leaves the reactor. There are also other ISO KF-40 parts visible, of which some

are used as a view port, to adapt pressure or temperature monitoring devices

or other measurement equipment.
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a)

b)

Figure 7.6: CFD simulation of the gas �ow velocity through the a) carrier gas
distributor and b) the cathode �ow distributor

7.1.3 Filtration unit for particle collection

A major part of the production facility is the �ltration unit. Here, particles

are separated from the gas phase and collected. The �ltration unit has been

developed in cooperation with the Karlsruher Institute of Technology (KIT)

and the Institute of Energy and Environmental Technology (IUTA). The goal

has been to construct a device which separates the metal nanoparticles from

the gas phase with a relatively low pressure drop (< 50 mbar) even at high gas

velocities and particle loadings. The collection of particles and cleaning of the

�lter cartridges should be easily performable. Both, wet as well as dry pulse

cleaning is to be added in order to collect the nanoparticles in form of powder

or dispersion and also allowing the �lter and its housing to be wet cleaned.

A main focus has been put on safety-relevant aspects, as the �ltration unit

is the place where the user of this device comes in contact with the product.

Special requirements have thereby taken into account, as metal nanoparticles are

produced with this facility, which tend to be self in�ammable or even explosive

under critical circumstances.

The optimal parameters for the production of metal nanoparticles for a sin-

gle OSU are summarized in table 4.2 (chapter 4.4) leading to the long term

production rates shown in �gure 4.29. As the production facility consists of two

mOSUs, the �ltration unit has been designed for the parallel operation of 16

OSUs. Furthermore, as the production rate and parameters vary strongly of
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Figure 7.7: Inner setup of the mOSU

each material, the �lter unit has been designed for copper. Copper is relatively

easy to handle, its production rate is the second highest of all tested metals

and the process parameters are standard. Furthermore copper is not self in-

�ammable or explosive, at least not at a particle size of 80 nm, which results

with the optimal process conditions. Anyway, the design of the �lter unit allows

rapid changes so also other metals can be used.

The basic idea is to use two �lters, so the process can be kept running and

does not have to be stopped for �lter regeneration. During production, one

�lter can be regenerated while the particles are deposited in the second one.

Figure 7.8 shows a schematic of the �lter unit. The particles in the aerosol

are transported to the �lter unit from the mOSUs and enter �lter 1 or �lter 2

depending on the inlet valves (G2, G3, G4) position. Inside the �lter, particles

are separated from the carrier gas by deposition on 4 �lter cartridges.

The �lter media of the cartridges is a PTFE material (Gore Sinbran Filtra-

tion Products, W.L.Gore & Associates GmbH, Putzbrunn, Germany). It has

been selected as it has shown a better cleaning performance than metal �lters

especially for dry-pulse cleaning. The increased surface conductivity reduces

static charge e�ects. Four �lter cartridges are arranged in each �lter to increase

the �ltration surface and thereby decrease the surface velocity of the carrier gas,

as it would lead to a highly compact cake, which is di�cult to clean from the

�lter cartridges. The �lter cartridges are cylindrically shaped with a diameter of

5 cm and a length of 1m. This leads to a �ltration surface of 0.16 m2 per �lter

cartridge and a �ltration surface of 0.64 m2 per �lter housing (4 cartridges).

Are the mOSUs operated by the determined optimal �ow conditions for e.g.

copper (43 l/min per electrode pair) the total gas �ow of 688 l/min creates a
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Figure 7.8: Schematic of the �lter unit

�lter face velocity of 1.8 cm/s, which is under a critical �lter face velocity of 2

cm/s. Above the critical value of 2 cm/s cleaning becomes much more di�cult

due to denser cakes at higher velocities. The pressure drop over the �lter unit is

measured during deposition to monitor the �lter loading. Is a maximum pres-

sure drop ( approx. 50 mbar) reached, the inlet valves are switched, so that the

�lter can be regenerated and particle deposition takes place in the second �lter.

Filter regeneration is done by either dry-pulse or wet cleaning. Cleaning is

always done on �lter units, which have been cut o� from the main production

loop. Figure 7.9 depicts the inner �lter setup for cleaning purposes. It is basi-

cally an ISO-K-250 O-Ring, which carries the four �lter cartridges and the wet

cleaning system.

For wet cleaning, the cleaning liquid, e.g. distilled water, is led through

Swagelok pipes to the top of the O-ring, where it is separated into four streams,

which run through the O-ring down alongside the �lter cartridges. The liquid is

distributed inside the �lter by several Swagelok pipes and crossings and enters

the system through multiple nozzles, which spray the liquid conically into the

�lter housing, ideally washing all particles from the �lter and the housing wall

down into the collection reservoir. The product resulting from the wet cleaning

with distilled water is a non-stable dispersion, of which the copper content

depends on the liquid amount used for cleaning. But also dispersants like e.g.

ethanol can be used for cleaning. The amount of dispersant can be kept low

due to the small throughput of the nozzles. The dispersion can be stabilized

and used for di�erent applications afterwards.
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Figure 7.9: Picture of the inner �lter setup including �lter cartridges and
cleaning setup

If a powder is desired as a product instead of a dispersion, the �lter cartridges

can also be cleaned by dry pulsed cleaning. Over each �lter cartridge inlet (above

the O-ring) a cleaning rod is arranged. The cleaning rod is a rod with a diameter

of 16 mm, which is arranged roughly 2 cm above the �lter cartridge outlet. At

the top of the rod, a nozzle is arranged to increase the pulse peak pressure.

The cleaning rods are connected to a pressure tank, each one separated by an

electromagnetic valve (R2-R9). If a valve opens (opening time 0.1-0.5 s), part

of the pressure tank gas (nitrogen) is pushed trough the valve and the cleaning

rod including nozzle, leading to a gas pulse entering the speci�c �lter cartridge.

The pulse results in a short expansion of the �lter releasing the �lter cake from

the �lter surface, so that it falls down towards the reservoir due to gravity. The

sedimentation of the nanoparticles to the bottom of the �lter might take several

minutes, because of their low e�ective density. This has to be taken into account

before reopening the �lter to the production loop.

The choice of the regeneration mode depends mainly on the desired product.

As metal nanoparticles can ignite when coming in contact with oxygen, the wet

cleaning mode might be bene�cial in terms of safety. It also prevents the dust

formation and hence minimizes the risk of inhalation. To minimize the risk

of exothermic reactions due to surface reactions of the produced particles e.g.
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oxidization, passivation has to be performed prior to cleaning. Especially before

dry pulse cleaning, it has to be ensured that the particles are passivated with

an oxide layer before distributed in the �lter housing by the cleaning pulse. In

principle no oxygen should be present in the housing, but even small amounts of

oxygen might cause severe reactions on distributed pure metal nanoparticles in

the gas phase. Also reactions with metal nanoparticle and liquids are possible.

Passivation is done by entering a de�ned mass �ow of synthetic air (0.05 to 0.5

l/min) diluted with nitrogen (1 to 10 l/min) into the process for some time. This

setup allows a passivation with less than 1000 ppm oxygen. The air streams

through the �lter cartridges as does the process gas to ensure a good contact

of oxygen and particles. The oxygen concentration is slowly increased until the

atmospheric level of oxygen is reached in the �lter. To prevent the reaction of

still unpassivated material, the �lter housing can be evacuated and �ushed with

nitrogen before the actual cleaning procedure.

Independent from the regeneration mode, the product is collected at the

bottom of the �lter housing. A new bagging approach to collect and store the

produced powder after �ltration has been developed, which does not separate

the �lter from the collection reservoir that strictly. In commercial nanoparticle

�ltration plants, the powder removed from the �lter cartridges is at �rst collected

inside the �lter housing, before it is guided through a gate of two valves into

a reservoir, in which the particles are collected and stored. The separation of

the reservoir and the �lter housing is necessary to prevent contamination of the

�lter, as it is usually connected to the rest of the production facility. It also

allows �lter cleaning at di�erent pressure levels and reduces the risk of powder

exposure at failure events. However, it appears that there are no suitable valves

for the separating gate, when working with metal nanoparticles. Vacuum-tight

ball or slide valves will get damaged when in frequent contact to particulate

material. After just a few cycles, the valves tend to clog as the �ne particles

permeate between the sealing surfaces. An exchange or maintenance of these

valves is very expensive. The industry has therefore invented valves, in which

the sealing O-ring is not in direct contact with the valve body (ball, slide, etc.)

during operation. For sealing, the O-ring is in�ated and pressed against the

valve body. This procedure reduces the abrasion of the valve body signi�cantly,

but at the cost of vacuum tightness. Nevertheless, the tightness of the process is

crucial, when working with metal nanoparticles due to their pyrophoric nature.

The idea of the new bagging approach is to eschew the vacuum valves be-

tween the �lter housing and the reservoir, so that the removed particles from

the �lter directly sediment into the reservoir, where they may be encapsulated

in polymer bags. The vacuum tightness is thereby guaranteed by the standard

vacuum components in which the collection procedure takes place. If pulse jet

cleaning is performed, it has to be ensured that the pressure pulse, as well as
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 7.10: Schematic of the valve-less bagging and collection procedure show-
ing the process during a) �ltration, b) cleaning, c) bagging and d) purging

the additional amount of gas, are led out of the process and do not disrupt the

particle collection in the reservoir. The setup of powder collection is depicted

in �gure 7.10. Here, only the handling of the powder after pulse jet cleaning is

discussed, but the procedure for wet cleaning is similar. The numbering of the

valves corresponds to the one in the main setup �ow chart (�gure 7.3). For the

sake of generality, the procedure is here discussed for �lter 1, but is of course

also applicable for �lter 2. Only the valves relevant to the bagging process are

depicted in �gure 7.10. As can be seen, there are no valves between the �lter

housing and the collection bag (indicated in brown line). The bag is actually a

tubular �lm, which is �xed to a pipe. Several bags can be formed from the �lm

by dragging it down and creating two weld seams above the collected particles.

The �rst weld seam seals the bag with the particles, while the second one acts

as a new bottom of the tubular �lm and hence a new bag.
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Figure 7.10a shows the valve positions during �ltration in the �lter housing.

Valves G2 and G2a are process valves and open. Valve G7 is open to keep

the pressure in the �lter housing and the bagging chamber at the same level

in order to avoid deformation of the thin collection bag. The �lter in front of

valve G7 keeps particles from entering the bagging chamber. Its particle loading

should be low as no permanent gas �ow runs in that line. Anyway, the loading

is checked frequently to keep the di�erential pressure as low as possible.

By closing the process valves G2 and G2a and starting the cleaning proce-

dure (R-Valves, Figure 7.3), particles are removed from the �lter elements and

sediment towards the bagging chamber (Figure 7.10b). Valves G9 and G11 are

additionally opened before cleaning so that the excess gas, which enters the pro-

cess during dry-pulse jet cleaning, may exit the housing. This exit could also

be realized via the inlet valve G2, but as particles might need to be passivated

before cleaning, the additional outlet is needed.

Passivation is not depicted in �gure 7.10. It can be done between �ltration

(a) and cleaning (b), while the particles still remain on the �lter elements. The

passivating gas enters the �lter unit via the passivation line and leaves the unit

through the open valves G9 and G11.

Once all particles have settled, all valves are closed. Hatch T1 is then opened

and the bag with particles is welded shut and removed by the procedure de-

scribed above (Figure 7.10c). Since the bagging chamber has to be opened to

remove the bag �lled with particles, it will be exposed to ambient air.

Due to its housing being �lled with air, the bagging chamber has to be

evacuated and �lled with inert gas to get rid of the oxygen (Figure 7.10d). This

is done by pump P1, with valve G7 and G9 being open. To keep the pressure

di�erence over the bag at a minimum, the �lter is only evacuated slowly. The

�lter housing and bagging housing are then carefully �lled with inert gas (valve

G5) and ready to be used for deposition again.

7.2 Nanoparticle production by the mOSU

Figure 7.11 shows an image of one of the two mOSU units of the production fa-

cility during production. Through the eight view-ports, the green light (excited

copper atoms) from the eight running arcs is visible. The arcs run stable and

show no kind of disruptive interactions with each other. The �ltration proce-

dure works also su�ciently. Particles are cleaned by pressure pulse cleaning and

drop into the bag. There has been no measurable pressure di�erence between

collection and bagging chamber at any time. The sealing of the bag is easy to

perform so that particles (powder) can be removed from the �lter unit.

A very important part of the reactor and process design has been its abil-

ity to cope with the heat development during processing. Figure 7.12 shows
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Figure 7.11: mOSU during production of copper nanoparticles

the heat development of the process during production at several measurement

points. As most of the production facility consist of stainless steel tempera-

tures in the three digit range are noncritical. However, the sealing (O-rings)

between the vacuum connections are a made of a PFC material called �Viton�,

which has a thermal stability of up to 200°C. As can be seen, the maximum

reached temperature during production (after 90 minutes) is roughly 100°C,

which is measured at the product �ow joiners (not cooled) just above the reac-

tor chamber. The reactor chamber itself is water-cooled and stays therefore on

a constant temperature level of 21°C. It appears that the temperatures reach an

almost stable value after 45 minutes of processing. The product �ow combiner

is arranged behind the two product �ow joiners and combines the product �ow

of the two mOSUs. The aerosol heats the combiner up to 55°C. The �lter inlet

is heated up to 50°C, the �lter housing of the processed �lter heats up to 40°C.

The actual gas temperature at that point is assumed to be higher and needs

to be evaluated for better understanding of the �ltration principle. The second

�lter housing stays at its initial temperature of 21°C as no gas �ow is applied

here. The welding generators, which are stored quite closely together show a

small increase in temperature (23°C), which is negligible. These results show

that the design of the production facility and the selective reactor and gas cool-

ing is working su�cient. The temperature does not exceed any critical values,

in contrast the heated process walls might reduce thermophoretic losses of the

product.

In order to determine the scalability of the process, the production rate

(PRtotal) and the speci�c electricity consumption (SEC) are measured for dif-

ferent numbers of running arcs. This is shown in Figure 7.13. As depicted, the

production rate increases almost linearly with the number of electrode pairs.
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Figure 7.12: Heat development of the production facility measured at di�erent
points

When one electrode pair is used, a copper nanoparticle production rate of 3.6

g/h is reached. Five electrode pairs in parallel production lead to a production

rate of roughly 23 g/h, 10 electrode pairs to 48 g/h. Due to a failure of one

electrode pair only 15 electrode pairs could be used as a maximum number of

parallel running electrode pairs. With this 15 electrode pairs a maximum pro-

duction rate of 69 g/h is measured. Small deviations from the linear scaling

behavior are a result of changing process conditions, e.g. changing electrode

distances due to evaporation and re-feeding of the crucible.

This variation is also visible, when calculating the production rate of each

electrode pair. Each electrode pair produces 4.17 g/h ± 0.48 g/h. The OSU

delivers with the same parameters (optimal parameters) a mean production

rate of 4.1 g/h (see �gure 4.29 in chapter 4.5), which is in very good agreement

with the scaled up results and hence an indication that the scale-up approach

is working. The speci�c electricity consumption stays almost constant (170

kWh/kg), which is again in good agreement with the lab scale version of the

process. The power for pumps etc. are not included in that value, but as only

one pump and one cooling method are applied, the overall energy consumption

in terms of kWh/kg is expected to be decreasing in comparison to the lab-scale

version.

Figure 7.14 shows the number size distribution of the produced copper par-

ticles by the production facility as a function of the number of used arcs. The

number concentration (arbitrary unit) is shown normalized on the number con-

centration of the maximum concentration, as the dilution factor of the dilution
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Figure 7.13: Production rate (PRtotal), production rate per electrode pair
(PRelectrode pair) and speci�c electricity consumption for copper nanoparticle
arc synthesis with di�erent numbers of electrode pairs
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Figure 7.14: Number size distribution of copper nanoparticles produced by the
production facility with varying number of arcs (Total gas �ow remains constant)

system used for this measurement could not be estimated accurately. As de-

picted, the number concentration increases with the number of electrode pairs.

This is a very important result, as the increase of production rate (�gure 7.13)

needs to be achieved by an increase of number concentration and not particle

size. It appears that the number concentration increases almost linearly with

the number of electrode pairs.

The number size distribution are broad (gsd 1.53-1.59), which has also been

observed for the single OSU unit. The determined mean mobility diameters

vary in the range from 271-312 nm, which is su�ciently constant. This value is

however twice as big as the determined mobility diameter of the OSU (144 nm).

The mobility diameter expresses the agglomerate size of the produced particles

and its increase may therefore be reasoned by the increased production and

agglomeration rate, when multiple arcs are used. SEM images of the produced

agglomerates (13 electrode pairs) shown in �gure 7.15 con�rm the production

of rather large agglomerates, consisting of plenty of primary particles. The res-

idence time of the particles produced in the mOSU is with approximately three

seconds 40% shorter than the one of the OSU produced particles, which should

result in a decreased agglomeration. It appears that the heat development of

the multiple arcs favor the agglomeration.

The primary particle size of the produced copper particles is with 79 nm

(BET measurements) slightly smaller than of the OSU (83 nm). The decreased

particle size is a result of an increased gas �ow per electrode pair. Due to

the recirculation system, higher gas �ows are applied (Q1 ∼ 70 l/min). Smaller
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Table 7.2: Production rate and primary particle size of di�erent metal nanopar-
ticles synthesized by the process. Aluminium synthesized with argon as carrier
gas, the other metals with nitrogen. *Estimated for 16 electrode pairs on basis
of the production rate of a single OSU (Table 4.3).

Material PRsingle(g/h) dP (nm) PR (g/day)∗
Copper 4.17 89 1601
Silver 0.9 98 346
Zinc 22.3 180 8563

Aluminium 0.03 9 11.5

particles can be adjusted down to 14 nm with this process by varying the carrier

gas composition, applied power or gas �ow (see chapter 5). The size reduction

is of course on the expense of the production rate. Nevertheless, the scale-up

approach is independent of those parameters, so that even increased production

rates of smaller particles can be realized. The quality of the produced particles

in terms of composition and oxidization seem to be conform to the quality of

the OSU.

Concluding the upper results, it can be said that the scale-up approach

presented in this study is feasible. A scale-up of production rate of copper

nanoparticles has been achieved, while maintaining the primary particle size

approximately constant. The scale-up is realized by an increase of number and

not the size of nanoparticles. This knowledge allows furthermore an estimation

of the production rates of other metals, which have been investigated before

with the OSU. The estimation is based on the long term production rates of

the OSU (see table 4.3 in chapter 4) and is summarized in Table 7.2. Assuming

a production 24 h/day, 1.6 kg of copper nanoparticles with a mean size of 79

nm can be produced. For zinc, this value is with 8.6 kg/day even higher, due

its higher vapor pressure. In a nitrogen atmosphere zinc evaporates even at low

input power (375 W) intensely, leading to particle sizes out of the nano range.

In nitrogen, the production of copper exceeds the one of silver. With the present

process 0.35 kg/day silver nanoparticles can be produced. The particle size of

silver is with 98 nm still in the nano range. For aluminum, argon has to be

used as carrier gas, as it is a nitride forming metal. The use of argon decreases

the particle size as well as production rate signi�cantly. 11.5 g/day of 9 nm

aluminum nanoparticles can be produced with the present setup. These values

are based on the goal of a maximized production rate. The setup allows indeed

also the detailed adjustment of particle sizes for all metals.
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Figure 7.15: SEM images of produced copper nanoparticles with 13 electrode
pairs in the production facility



Chapter 8

Copper nanoparticle ink prepared

from gas-phase synthesized

nanoparticles

This chapter presents an application of the nanoparticles produced by the pre-

viously described production facility. The application is a printable conductive

ink, in this case prepared from copper nanoparticles from the gas phase. Copper

inks are already used for ink-jet printing of conductive patterns [68,168]. There

are many attempts to produce copper inks [150], however production processes

of large quantities of copper nanoparticles at low cost, but high quality for inks

are rare [90]. Most of the processes base on chemically controlled reduction

of copper precursors and are carried out in the liquid phase. The synthesis in

the liquid phase has of course the advantage of directly adding dispersants to

the liquid in which the particle formation appears, in order to have it directly

stabilized to prevent agglomeration and sedimentation. It further favors a good

quality ink due to the absence of oxygen in the liquid phase and hence copper

oxide on the surface of the particles. Nevertheless, as the process described in

this thesis shows a high output of copper nanopowder, conductive nano-inks

from gas phase produced particles are of interest, when they can be brought

in dispersion without too much oxygen contamination. The ink then contains

only the dispersants and the copper particles without any residual chemicals

e.g. from the precursors used in copper nanoparticle production. This chap-

ter reports about the dispersion and printing of a copper nano-ink, produced

using the particles from the production facility developed in this work. Films

are printed by di�erent techniques, evaluated in terms of electrical conductiv-

ity (speci�c resistivity) and compared to nano-inks produced via wet chemical

routes.
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Figure 8.1: Copper nanoparticle after contact with ambient air

8.1 Copper nanoparticle ink preparation

This section describes the preparation of the copper nanoparticle ink. The cop-

per nanoparticles have been produced with the setup described in the previous

chapter. The mean size of the primary particles is approximately 80 nm. The

particles have not been passivated after synthesis, but they obtain an oxide

layer, when removing the copper powder from the �lter unit. As can be rec-

ognized in �gure 8.1, the oxide layer on the produced copper nanoparticles is

roughly 2 nm.

For this investigation usually dispersions containing 5 g of nanopowder are

produced. It has been found that a copper content of 40 wt.% shows good be-

havior during dispersion, stability of the dispersion and electrical conductivity

of the ink. Di�erent main dispersants have been investigated, but some are

unsuitable for copper dispersion or lead only to short-term stability of the dis-

persion and quite fast sedimentation of copper particles. Other dispersants lead

to quite stable dispersions, but do not show any electrical conductivity after

printing. For the ink produced here, ethanol is used as main dispersant (30

wt.%), with isobutanol (15 wt.%) and glycerol (15 wt.%). This mixture results

in a stable dispersion even for weeks and indicates good electrical properties

when printed, as shown in the following section. The copper nanopowder and

its dispersants are mill grinded by a swing mill (MM400, Retsch GmbH, Haan,

Germany) with zirconia beats (0.3 mm) for 3 hours to break soft agglomerates

and create a stable dispersion. The speci�c milling energy is 5.4 · 105 kJ/kg.

The stabilized dispersion is afterwards printed on a glass substrate either by

a spin coater (Spin 150, SPS Europe, Putten, Netherlands) or a hand coater.

The �lm is thereby varied depending on the rotating speed of the spin coater.

Film thicknesses of 500 to 1000 nm have been adjusted. The hand coater delivers
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a �lm thickness of 500 nm. The ink can be dried at room temperature or on a

hot plate to accelerate the drying process. Some printed �lms have furthermore

been sintered in a vacuum furnace for 2 hours at di�erent temperatures (100

to 300 °C) to investigate the in�uence of sintering on the electrical resistivity.

The electrical resistance (Rf[Ω�]) has been measured by the four point probe

method using a parameter analyzer (Keithley 4200 SCS, Keithley Instruments

Inc, Germering, Germany). The resistivity (ρr[Ωcm]) is than calculated when

multiplying the the resistance Rm with the �lm thickness lf, which is determined

by a pro�lometer in advance (Ambios XP-200, Ambios Technology Inc., Santa

Cruz, CA, USA):

ρr = Rflf (8.1)

8.2 Performance of the printed conductive �lms prepared

from the copper nanoparticle ink

The produced ink is easily distributed on the substrate by the spin or hand

coater and completely dried on a hot plate after 5 minutes. Figure 8.2 shows

the thicknesses of the printed �lms on a glass substrate by spin coating and

the hand coater and its in�uence on the electrical resistivity. The hand coater

delivers a �lm thickness of approx. 570 nm. The �lm is therefore 14% thicker

as the manufacture information indicates. With the spin coater �lm thicknesses

between 500 and 1000 nm are realized. It appears that the resistivity depends

on the �lm thickness although it should theoretically be independent of the

thickness and a material constant. It ranges from 0.3 Ωcm at a �lm thickness of

510 nm to 1.7 · 10−3 Ωcm at a �lm thickness of 950 nm. The dependence of the

�lm thickness on the resistivity might be a consequence of inhomogeneities in

the printed �lm, such as boundary surface e�ects or cracks in the printed �lm,

which become less in�uential with increasing �lm thickness [72,118].

The electrical resistivity of copper as bulk material at room temperature is

1.7 · 10−6 Ωcm, hence a factor of 1000 less, than the printed �lm. In order to

improve the resistivity of the printed �lms, sintering is applied by a vacuum

furnace to the sample with the �lm thickness of 510 nm for 2 hours at three

di�erent temperatures. The result is depicted in �gure 8.3. The resistivity

signi�cantly decreases with the applied sintering temperature. Already at a

sintering temperature of 100°C, the resistivity is decreased by factor of 6. At

200°C the resistivity is with 6 · 10−5 Ωcm even reduced by factor of 5000 and

only 30 times larger than the resistivity of the bulk copper. The SEM images

clearly show a more homogenous structure and �lm after sintering, which im-

proves the conductivity. The value of 6 · 10−5 Ωcm is in the order of magnitude

of printed copper patterns by other researchers via the wet chemical route after
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Figure 8.2: Electrical resistivity of printed copper �lm in dependency of the
�lm thickness

Figure 8.3: Resistivity of printed copper ink depending on sintering tempera-
ture using initial �lm thickness of 510 nm
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Table 8.1: Comparison of the electrical resistivity of the printed �lms to liter-
ature data.

Author Particle size Film thickness Sintering Resistivity

Haynes et al. [160] bulk copper - - 1.7 · 10−6 Ωcm

Kang et al. [72]
10 nm 3736 nm at 200°C 3.6 · 10−6 Ωcm
10 nm 10926 nm at 200°C 7.9 · 10−6 Ωcm

Lee et al. [90] 55 nm - at 200°C 3.6 · 10−6 Ωcm
Jeong et al. [70] 60 nm - at 275°C 1.1 · 10−5 Ωcm
Park et al. [119] 45 nm 800 nm at 350°C 1.7 · 10−5 Ωcm

This work 80 nm 500 nm at 300°C 6 · 10−5 Ωcm

sintering [70, 119]. Table 8.1 compares the electrical resistivity of printed �lms

from literature data and this work. As the table indicates, there are several

parameters, which e�ect the resistivity of the printed �lms. It appears that

the use of smaller particles in an ink decreases the resistivity of a printed �lm

strongly. Furthermore, an increased �lm thickness seems to improve the con-

ductivity, which also has been found in this work. Sintering has been applied

by all researches in order to optimize the resistivity of the printed �lms. Beside

the shown parameters, also the oxide layer on the particles, the dispersant, the

copper content in the ink and the printing technique in�uence the resistivity

strongly.

Beside the conductivity of the printed �lms itself, the long-term stability

of the conductivity is very important, as it dictates the lifetime of the printed

structures or devices. Figure 8.4 shows the resistivity of the printed copper

ink, sintered and not sintered over a duration of 180 days. The resistivity of

the printed �lms has increased for the not sintered �lm by factor of 4 after 180

days. For the sintered �lm the resistivity has increased by factor of 2.8 to a

value of 2 · 10−4 Ωcm, so that it still can be seen as an electrical conductor [64].

Generally one can conclude that copper ink prepared from gas-phase pro-

duced particles is competitive to inks produced in the liquid phase in terms of

resistivity of the printed layer and long-term stability of the resistivity. The

resistivity of the �lms printed in this work might be improved, when sintering

is applied to the sample with the �lm thickness of 950 nm. As this has not been

a major goal of this thesis, further optimization in order to come to a smaller

resistivity should be carried out in the future. Further improvement of the

conductivity can probably also be achieved by minimizing the oxygen contami-

nation of the copper powder and therefore the oxide layer on the particles. This

can be done by e.g. creating the dispersion inside a glove box. Furthermore, an

ink consisting of smaller particles might decrease the resistivity further, due to

the larger surface of the particles and therefore better inter-particle connections.
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Figure 8.4: Resistivity of the printed copper ink, initially sintered and not
sintered over a duration of 180days



Chapter 9

Conclusions

In this work a metal nanoparticle production process is developed, with the goal

of scaling up the production rate of metal nanoparticles and at the same time

keeping the speci�c electricity consumption low. Several aspects of the pro-

duction process are investigated, namely the optimization of particle synthesis,

the formation and characterization of nanoparticles in the gas phase and the

scale-up behavior of the process.

A versatile, e�cient and sustainable production process for metal nanopar-

ticle synthesis is developed. The basic process is the transferred arc synthesis:

a gas phase process in which metal nanoparticles are formed due to the evap-

oration of a bulk material and following condensation, nucleation, coagulation

and sintering. No chemical precursors are used. The transferred arc is ignited

between a tungsten rod cathode and a graphite crucible anode, which carries

the material to be evaporated. The process takes place inside a reactor cham-

ber, which allows beside the attachment of the process dependent connections

(power, gas �ow, material feeding) further adjustment of measurement equip-

ment or monitoring devices. The reactor chamber and all kind of connections

are built of standard vacuum components, to ensure good quality and handabil-

ity of the production. The process has received intense optimization in terms

of production rate (g/h) of metal nanoparticles, speci�c electricity consumption

(kWh/kg) and primary particle size (nm). Di�erent electrode positions and

forms (crucible design) are investigated in combination with varying gas �ow

directions. In order to increase the evaporation rate, a crucible with a reduced

middle part is found to be bene�cial due to the reduced heat losses. A graphite

hood arranged atop of the crucible reduces the particle losses and thereby in-

creases the production rate signi�cantly. It is found that a main gas �ow (20 to

50 l/min) from the bottom streaming alongside the crucible, in combination with

a smaller cross gas �ow (0 to 3 l/min) coming from the side, streaming along the

tungsten rod cathode results in an increased production rate. Furthermore, the
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in�uence of the carrier gas composition is investigated. For non-nitride forming

metals, nitrogen is by far the most e�cient carrier gas, which appears to be

a result of increased thermal, decreased electrical conductivity and a bubble

formation e�ect inside the melt. Another in�uencing parameter is the applied

electric current (power). The production rate increases signi�cantly with the

applied current. However, this increase in production rate goes along with an

increase in primary particle size, which limits the scale-up of production rate

by the power input, as a maximal particle size of 100 nm is given. A dedicated

feeding mechanism is developed to feed material into the crucible and restore the

evaporated amount during production. With the feeding mechanisms process

runs of up to 8 hours have been achieved.

A novel online monitoring procedure to determine the primary particle size

of the formed particles online via parallel SMPS and ELPI measurement is

found. It bases on a �tting procedure of the two size distributions obtained by

ELPI and SMPS. The �tting parameter is thereby the e�ective density of the

measured aerosol agglomerates. An equation is found to calculate the mass mo-

bility exponent of agglomerates on the basis of the determined e�ective density,

which allows a direct estimation of the primary particle size. The determined

particle sizes are con�rmed by TEM measurements. In addition, a proximity

sampling technique is used to determine the primary particle size ex-situ close

to the arc, in order to gain further information about the particle formation

process. It is found that the sampling technique is capable of measuring the

primary particle size during growth in a transferred arc process. According to

this, copper nanoparticles achieve their �nal size already 2 cm distant from the

arc. Already at the closest possible measurement position, which is speci�ed by

the electrode distance, particles have reached 49% of their �nal size. The large

amount of evaporated material due to the arc leads to a supersaturation and

hence nucleation even at relatively high temperatures.

In order to understand the formation process of the particles in the present

process, sintering parameters (activation energy and sinter kinetic constant) of

the metals worked with in this study are determined. The sintering parameters

describe the e�ect of sintering due to grain boundary, surface and volume di�u-

sion. They are obtained based on a �tting procedure of experimental data from

a tandem-DMA setup combined with a sintering furnace. It appears that there

is a general activation energy needed to start the sintering process, as the activa-

tion energies of the single metals does not di�er that strongly. The sinter kinetic

constant shows a congruence with the metals density, which in�uences the heat

capacity of the metal. The sintering parameters are afterwards used in a sim-

ple model based on CFD data of the present process to describe the formation

of metal nanoparticles. The model describes the formation of nanoparticles in

terms of particles size due to nucleation, coagulation, agglomeration and sinter-
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ing. The particle sizes predicted by the model underestimate the experimentally

determined values slightly, which is found to be a consequence of a decreased

temperature pro�le in the model. The evolution of particle size however appears

to be described well by the model.

A production facility has been built to scale-up the production rate of metal

nanoparticles. The scale-up principle is thereby the parallelization of multiple

transferred arcs in one housing (mOSU). The production facility consists of a

production area (two mOSUs), a �ltration unit and a gas reconditioning area

and is built for large scale nanoparticle production. It is shown that the scale-

up approach of multiple transferred arc synthesis is working. The production

rate multiplies with the number of running arcs, while the primary particle size

remains almost constant. The increase in production rate results therefore from

an increase in particle number concentration. Copper nanoparticles with a mean

primary particle size of 79 nm have been produced with a production rate of 69

g/h. The main goal of this work, which is the scale-up of metal nanoparticles is

hence achieved. As the production facility shows a good predictability, further

production rates of other metals are estimated, as the production rate of the

single transferred arc (OSU) for the respective metal is known.

In order to show an application of the produced particles, a conductive cop-

per ink is formed by dispersing produced copper nanoparticles. The ink is

therefore made from gas phase produced particles. It is printed on a glass sub-

strate by hand or spin coating. The electrical resistivity of the printed �lms is

dependent of the �lm thickness, which might be a consequence of the inhomo-

geneities of the printed �lm. Sintered �lms at 300°C show strongly decreased

electrical resistivities, which are approximately 30 times higher than the resistiv-

ity of bulk copper and comparable to copper inks produced in the liquid phase.

The printed �lms retain their electrical properties even for months, so it can be

expected that these copper inks with further optimization and investigation can

become a real alternative to the commercially available inks.
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Appendix A

Abbreviations

Acronym

BET Brunauer-Emmett-Teller

CD Crucible design

CFD Computational �uid dynamics

CPC Condensation particle counter

DMA Di�erential mobility analyzer

DMPS Di�erential mobility particle sizer

EDX Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

ELPI Electrical low pressure impactor

ESP Electrostatic precipitator

ICP-MS Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

LII Light induced incandescence

LTE Local thermal equilibrium

mOSU Multiple optimal single unit (8 OSUs)

OSU Optimal single unit for nanoparticle production by transferred arc

PR Production rate

Re Reynolds number

SEC Speci�c electricity consumption
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SEM Scanning electron microscopy

SMPS Scanning mobility particle sizer

SSA Speci�c surface area

TEOM Tapered element oscillating microbalance

TEM Transmission electron microscopy

TIG Tungsten inert gas welding

XRD X-ray di�raction

Abbreviations

a Particle surface are (m2)

af Particle surface of fully sintered spherical particle (m2)

am Area of one adsorbed gas molecule (BET) (m2)

c Pre-exponential sintering parameter (s/Km3or s/Km4)

CC Cunningham slip correction factor

Cd Drag coe�cient

d Diameter (m)

da Aerodynamic diameter (m)

de Equivalent diameter (m)

dhkl Spacing between di�racting planes (XRD) (m)

dm Equivalent mobility diameter (m)

dp Particle diameter (m)

ds Stokes diameter (m)

Df Fractal dimension of an agglomerate

Dfm Mass mobility exponent

E Electric �eld (V/m)

Ea Activation energy for sintering (J/mol)

Ech Charging e�ciency of particle dm(A m3)
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f Frequency (1/s)

Fd Drag force (N)

Fe Electric �eld force (N)

g Thickness of one �ltration layer (m)

M G Change of free energy (J)

M Gv Change of free energy due to the formation of new volume (J)

M Gs Change of free energy due to the formation of new surface (J)

h Constant relating to the heat of adsorption and condensation (BET)

I Nucleation rate (1/m3s)

Ii Measured current of the i-th impactor stage (ELPI) (A)

k Boltzmann constant (J/K)

l Diameter of the nozzle (ELPI) (m)

ls Sampling distance from center (Thermophoretic sampling) (m)

lf Film thickness (m)

m Mass or mass load (kg)

maggl Agglomerate mass (kg)

Mm Molar mass (kg/mol)

n1 Monomer concentration (m−3)

ni Number of atoms in a formed nucleus

np Number of primary particles in an agglomerate

N Particle number concentration (m−3)

p1 Partial pressure of condensing species (Pa)

pd Equilibrium vapor pressure above a drop of diameter dP (Pa)

ps Saturation vapor pressure (Pa)

M p Pressure drop (Pa)

P Penetration factor for particle �ltration

P0 Vapor pressure of the adsorbate gas (BET) (Pa)
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Pe Equilibrium experimental pressure (BET) (Pa)

Q1 Main carrier gas �ow (l/min)

Q2 Quench carrier gas �ow (l/min)

r Radius of a formed cluster (m)

r∗n Critical cluster radius (m)

R Gas constant (J/mol K)

Rf Resistance (Ω)

S Supersaturation

Stk Stokes number

t Time (s)

T Temperature (K)

v Particle volume (m3)

V0 Volume of the adsorbed gas per gram of adsorbant (BET) (m3)

V0m Volume of the adsorbate monolayer per gram adsorbent (BET) (m3)

Vm Molar volume (m3/mol)

W Dilution factor

x Velocity of a sphere or particle (m/s)

xc Average velocity of the carrier gas (ELPI) (m/s)

xt Settling velocity of a sphere (m/s)

xth Thermophoretic velocity (m/s)

X Dynamic shape factor

Zp Electrical mobility (m2/Vs)

αs Sampling angle (Thermophoretic sampling) (°)

β Collision frequency (m3/s)

λ Mean free path (m)

γ Fraction of particles that are collected in one �lter layer (%)
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η Gas viscosity (Pa s)

ρb Bulk density (kg/m3)

ρg Gas density (kg/m3)

ρp Particle density (kg/m3)

σ Surface tension (J/m2)

τs Characteristic sintering time (s)

θhkl Incident angle (XRD) (°)
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Figure B.1: Technical drawing of the OSU housing
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